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Summary
Four p a rtic le  types fo rm ed  during  com bustion have been studied:
Soot
A smoke g en e ra to r has been designed and b u ilt w hich is capable of producing
soot p a rtic le s  about 1.5pm in  size  -  approx im ately  1000 tim es la rg e r th an
those form ed in  conventional flam es. Mass ex tin c tio n  m easurem ents have been
2taken , ty p ica l a  values being 1.3 m /g ra m  in th e  in f ra re d  w avelength region 
2.5 to  12pm.
Carbon cenospheres
Using th is  smoke gen era to r, carbon cenospheres have been produced from  th e  
specialised  fu e l Orim ulson. The size  req u irem en ts  fo r  good obscuration  in  th e  
in f ra re d  sp ec tra l w indow can be achieved w ith  such fu e ls .
Ash cenospheres
The fo rm atio n  o f spherica l ash p a rtic le s  from  th e  combustion o f coal has been 
investigated . The type of ash sphere  produced has been linked to  th e  behaviour 
o f th e  coal du ring  devo la tilisa tion  -  sw elling coals tend  to  fo rm  cenospheres, 
non sw elling coals ten d  to  fo rm  p lerospheres. I t  is  concluded th a t  th e  th e rm al 
degradation  o f clays is responsib le  f o r  in f la tin g  th e  spheres.
Buckm instef u lle r  ene
The re c en tly  discovered th ird  a llo trope  o f carbon, bu ck m in ste rfu lle ren e , has 
been syn thesized  from  a tu rb u le n t d iffu sio n  flam e a t  a tm ospheric  p re ssu re  fo r  
th e  f i r s t  tim e. The im plications fo r  com m ercial production  from  such a ro u te  
appear prom ising. B uckm insterfu llerene  has also been detec ted  w ith in  th e  soot 
s tru c tu re . This observation  may provide an insigh t in to  soot fo rm atio n  
generally .
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1 INTRODUCTION.
1.1. Statement of the problem
For defence purposes, particulates are used in the form of aerosols to screen 
vehicles from attack by heat seeking missiles. These particulates are usually 
stored in an explosive canister on a vehicle and dispersed into the atmosphere 
as required. The Defence Research Establishment (D.R.A.), Fort Halstead has 
laid down a long term research programme to produce new and better 
particulates for infrared obscuration purposes.
The objective of this thesis is to identify and increase the knowledge base of 
certain particulates from combustion systems, which either directly, or after 
modification, could be used as obscurants in the infrared electromagnetic 
wavelength region. Carbonaceous particles are favoured because of their lower 
toxicity levels as compared with finely ground metal flakes which are 
currently used for infrared obscuration.
Four types of combustion particulates have been identified and these are 
summarized below. Each particulate has required a different type of treatment, 
for example much is known about carbon cenospheres and their physical 
properties so the work in this case concentrated primarily on a literature 
survey. At the present time so little is known about buckminsterfullerene that 
a variety of combustion experiments are justified. The unifying intent in 
this work is to improve the knowledge of these combustion bye-products as a 
contribution towards the long term defence purpose described.
This work was originally sponsored by the Chemical Defence Establishment 
(C.D.E.) at Porton Down. Later, as a result of a M.O.D. reorganisation 
contract control was shifted to the Defence Research Agency (D.R.A.) at Fort 
Halstead.
1.1.1. Size requirements
Relevant electromagnetic radiation considerations have been reviewed in 
section 2.2. The size of the particles is seen to be an important parameter in 
maximizing obscuration potential, further the size parameter is dependant on 
the shape of the particle. For spherical particles, such as carbon 
cenospheres, the diameter should be matched to the wavelength of the relevant
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infrared radiation. For straight particles, such as conventional chaff, the 
length should be matched to half of the incident radiation wavelength. The 
atmospheric windows in the infrared cover the wavelength interval of 3 to 15 
microns (pm), and so the target for spherical particles is 3 to 15 pm. For the 
case of particles with complex geometries such as soot, no simple relationship 
exists, however it is desirable to match the particle size to the wavelength 
interval mentioned.
1.1.2. Carbonaceous cenospheres
Carbonaceous cenospheres, produced by the incomplete combustion of heavy fuel 
oils, have a structure and size which may be advantageous for obscuration. 
The objective here is to collate the work published and this is presented in a 
literature survey, section 2.1. Producing carbon cenospheres from a colloidal 
fuel is shown to have certain advantages in terms of cenosphere size control. 
A quantity of colloidal fuel was pyrolysed and the cenospheres. collected and 
examined using scanning electron microscope techniques, section 3.4. Carbon 
cenospheres could be stored in cannisters for localised rapid deployment or 
produced on demand from a portable smoke generator for larger area screening.
1.1.3. Soot production
Using diesel, the standard fuel of the modern military vehicle, to produce 
smoke clouds of soot capable of obscuring infrared radiation is seen as an 
attractive solution particularly from a logistics viewpoint. A preliminary 
study by Moles e t  al (1985) suggests that such an approach is feasible. There 
are two obstacles to overcome, firstly soot naturally occurs in the 0.001 to 
0.1 pm size range so to produce soot which is of the same size range as the 
infrared radiation wavelength in question requires a thousand fold increase in 
size. Secondly, with the exception of the carbon black industry most research 
concerning soot has been aimed at reducing emission levels. The objective of 
the work on soot was to examine the possibility of increasing the size of the 
particles into the micron range. To do this required maximizing those 
parameters thought to increase soot size; residence time and concentration. A 
literature survey, section 2.1.2., did not reveal any helpful quantitative 
design information. A smoke generator was designed and built and experiments 
were devised to measure the soot size, and infrared obscuration potential of 
the resultant plume.
1.1.3. Ash spheres from coal combustion.
The hollow spherical products from the combustion of certain coal types may 
have several interesting applications in the field of obscuration. The 
formation of these ash cenospheres along with the more complex and far rarer 
ash plerosphere have been studied and a schematic mechanism explaining the 
formation of both species which squares with existing experimental 
observations is proposed. This mechanism indicates how the yield of 
cenospheres could be maximised for production purposes. As ash cenospheres are 
non carbonaceous they have been dealt with in a separate chapter, with 
literature survey, experimental and discussion sections.
1.1.4. Buckminsterfullerene
This, the third allotrope of carbon has only recently been discovered, (Kroto 
et  al 1984). It may have some value as an obscurant, either as an agglomerate 
or as a surface coating on a composite particle. Present production methods 
are limited to only a few hundred milligrams a day, and so any obscurant 
experimentation requiring perhaps a kilogram of material is not possible. In 
this case the objective has been to investigate the possibility of scaling up 
production of buckminsterfullerene.
In the light of the development of "smart weapons" the requirement for a 
single multispectral chaff capable of operating in the radar and infrared 
regions has emerged. It is not the objective of this investigation to consider 
the design of such a material, however a novel solution which appears to 
fulfill these requirements has been identified and is described in chapter 6.
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1.2. Progress during World War II
A great deal of progress was made during World War II in understanding and 
using infrared radiation (i.r.) for various military purposes. Among these was 
the development of nocturnal vision and telecommunication devices and the 
means to target ’hot objects’ such as the exhausts of aircraft and tanks. A 
primary advantage of using i.r. radiation as a means of detecting enemy 
hardware is that these detectors are passive; users of i.r. surveillance 
equipment cannot be located. It is generally recognized that during the war 
Germany lead the research in i.r. technology development as did the British in 
radar development.
During this period much basic research was carried out including studies of 
atmospheric absorption effects, and the transmission of i.r. through known 
paths of rain, fog and artificial smoke. A demand for high quality optical 
materials for i.r. technology lead to the development of new materials. For 
example the lead sulphide photoconductive detector operating in the 1 to 3 pm 
region, developed by ELAC, which proved far more sensitive to i.r. than any 
previously known detector. A great deal of work was also put into the 
development of image conversion tubes designed to produce a visible image from 
an i.r. radiating target.
The advent of commercially available i.r. spectrometers as a direct result of * 
war time advances has lead to numerous applications of i.r. techniques in 
modern industry.
1.3. Particulate requirements and usage
There are three areas for which protection is required in defence 
applications; the visible wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.7 pm, the atmospheric 
windows in the i.r. wavelength region between 3 and 15pm, and two wavelengths 
in the radar region of 3 and 8 mm. Particulates used as countprmeasures fall 
into two categories; prepared material stored in cannisters for rapid 
deployment, and materials produced on demand.
There is more than one possible scenario to be considered in which screening 
is intended for use; for example a short term single target countermeasure or 
a longer term large area blanket coverage - both types of screening are 
essential in a conflict situation. In the case of i.r. obscuration the
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approach used is to place a cloud of appropriate particles between the target 
and the missile. In this way i.r. emissions from the target will be obscured 
by the aerosol scattering and absorbing the radiation. The nature of the 
particle to be deployed depends on the wavelength of the electromagnetic 
radiation which must be blocked; for example a white smoke effective as a 
visual screen would be useless against i.r. devices.
1.4. Military Aerosols 
visible
The present practice for producing large scale visual coverage is to inject 
diesel and other fuels into the exhaust of a gas turbine. The result is a 
plume of white smoke effective for several miles. Other visible smokes 
produced from chemical smoke generating agents include hexachiorethane and red 
phosphorus (Friewald e t al, 1978) hexachlorobenzene and zinc (Plante 1978) and 
titanium hexachloride and ammonia in damp air (Dunbar and Smith, 1962).
It is the current practice to use brass flakes produced by a grinding process 
to obscure i.r. radiation emanating from "friendly" vehicles. These flakes are 
released from prepared cannisters and so precise information including timing 
and direction of a potential attack are vital. The duration of cover is 
another consideration, for while the obscurant is active the "friendly" 
vehicle is blind.
The atomisation of water to produce droplets in the i.r. region represents an 
interesting possibility for marine applications. To this end a study programme 
carried out at Southampton University has experimented with various atomisers 
including spinning disc and spinning cage devices. The smallest average 
droplet size produced was 60pm (Balachandran and Bailey, 1984).
radar
The material used as the major countermeasure to radar guided munitions are 
aluminium coated glass fibres, known as chaff, which are cut to half of the 
appropriate wavelength and so obscure by the mechanism of dipole scattering. 
These 25pm diameter fibres, 1.5 and 4mm in length, are stored in cannisters. 
For this material to work successfully depends to a large part on the quality 
of available information so that the aerosol is developed at the optimum 
moment.
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multispectral
To produce a multispectral radar shield it is the current practice to produce 
a cocktail of chaff with appropriate various lengths and brass flakes 
distributed from one canister. This system is not particularly successful as 
the particles separate out once dispersed into the environment, according to 
their various momenturns.
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CHAPTER 2. CARBONACEOUS PARTICLES FROM COMBUSTION PROCESSES.
2.1. Carbon cenospheres
Carbon cenospheres are produced as a result of liquid phase cracking reactions 
which occur during the combustion of certain fuel oils. The most common source 
of carbon cenospheres, abbreviated hereon in this chapter to cenospheres, are 
produced from the incomplete combustion of residual fuel oils (RFO). They are 
sometimes confused with ash cenospheres produced from the combustion of coal, 
and reviewed in chapter 4. Cenospheres burn more slowly than the original fuel 
and so contribute to deposits, high temperature corrosion, particle emissions 
and reduced combustion efficiency.
Cenospheres produced from fuel water emulsions are less common than those 
produced from heavy oils probably because of the effect of the water. They are 
of interest in this work because of the size control which can be established, 
section 2.1.4.
2.1.1. Appearance and physical properties
Cenospheres are referred to variously as cokes, oil-cokes, oil char and grit. 
Cenospheres from industrial oil flames are porous structures with a range of 
surface hole sizes leading to a number of internal chambers, Figure 2.1:
Figure 2. 1 Carbon cenosphere from a residual oil flame.
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The total surface area of a 50/im cenosphere has been measured at 18m2/gram, 
with a bulk density of around 250kg/m3 (Lawn, 1987).
Cooper (1977) proposed an empirical relationship for the cenosphere size range 
by making simple assumptions about its relationship to the parent oil droplet 
size range:
2 2 
n' (x) = x(ae~bx + c e~dx ) (2.1)
where x is the droplet diameter. For a twin fluid atomiser a = 6.49 x 10~2, 
b = 7.78 x 10 5, c = 2.54 x 10 1 and d = 3.18 x 10 4 and n' is the size 
density distribution.
Lawn (1987) has shown that if every fuel droplet contains the same proportion
of cenosphere forming material then the particle distribution will have the
same form as Cooper’s equation.
Variations in the fuel affect the size of cenospheres. For example increasing 
the asphaltene content in a fuel increases the cenospheres size, Michael and 
El-Wakil (1967). Asphaltenes are defined by Whitehead (1981) as "dark brown, 
amorphous solids, insoluble in n-heptane but soluble in toluene or benzene".
■; (
A chemical analysis of cenospheres is given in Figure 2.2: I
Carbon, C 85.7*
Iron, FeO 4.1
Nickel, NiO 0.5
Vanadium, VO 2.4
Copper, CuO 0. 1
Chromium, CrO 0. 1
Sodium, NaO 0.5
Silicon, SiO 0.1
Sulphur, SO 5.2
Balance 1.3
100
* Variations between 70 and 90% are commonly observed. 
Figure 2.2 Cenosphere analysis (% by weight - Lawn 1987)
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Carbon forms the bulk of a typical cenosphere with iron, sulphur and vanadium 
the principle other constituents.
The behaviour of inorganic components during combustion is complicated: some 
will enter the gas phase, but most will be concentrated in the coke, forming 
ash which will be released during subsequent combustion. Entrained in the flue 
gas will therefore be a number of inorganic compounds including oxides of 
iron, nickel, magnesium, aluminium, silicon and vanadates. In partially burnt 
cenospheres inorganic constituents may sometimes be seen under the optical 
microscope as inclusions of minerals, (Cunningham et al 1989).
Work on cenospheres may be divided into two areas, experiments involving 
single droplets and experiments on conventional spray type flames.
2.1.2. Single droplet studies.
Conventional combustion systems are too complicated to allow investigation of 
the fundamental combustion properties of the fuel itself. Therefore 
qualitative and quantitative information about the burning process is often 
sought through a variety of techniques employing either isolated droplets or 
arrays of monodispersed single droplets. The single droplet technique involves 
suspending a fuel droplet from a fine fibre and rapidly heating by gas flame 
ignition or lamp radiation. Heating rates are intended to be comparable with 
those found in large furnaces but the balance of radiative and convective 
heating may be different. A drawback to this technique is that the droplets 
are larger than those found in typical industrial spray flames. Additionally 
cenospheres produced in this way have only a single chamber, unlike 
cenospheres produced from power stations which are characterised by a complex 
series of internal chambers.
Several authors have reported droplet diameter, mass and temperature histories 
of suspended heavy fuel oil droplets ( Masdin and Thring 1962, Michael and 
El-Wakil 1967, Shyu e t  al 1972, Jacques et al. , 1976, Braide 1979, and
Natarajan 1979).
Lightman and Street (1981) described the combustion history of a drop of 
residual fuel oil. When drops are first heated there is an initial evolution 
of micro-droplets from the fuel surface. This is termed the volatile shell.
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This evaporative process continues with slight swelling until the onset of 
boiling which is often quite sharp Figure 2.3:
1500
Temperahjre limit
of sample heated  
in N itrogen
1000
Final coke
U
o
o
D
Ol-o V o la t i le  flame
EV
500
Ignition  
1st bubbles
Burnout
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Time, s
Figure 2.3 High Asphaltenes Oil: Typical Temperature History 
(Lightman and Street, 1981)
As the temperature rises, boiling, particularly in the case of the more 
volatile fuels, may become violent and lead to the formation of satellite 
drops or, exceptionally, in the disintegration of the whole drop. 
Decomposition as well as simple evaporation contributes extensively to the 
content of evolved vapour. The viscosity of the residue increases with time as 
large paraffins are broken down and side chains are stripped from asphaltenes 
and similar molecules which then undergo condensation to form carbonaceous 
structures.
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Volatiles evolution ends abruptly, together with the sample collapsing, 
rapidly forming a rigid coke particle at approximately 800°C. Asphaltenes 
themselves and high asphaltene fuels show the least contraction and produce 
large, thin-walled coke shells about the same diameters as the parent fuel 
droplets. Samples with low asphaltene content remain fluid until a late stage 
and then collapse to form relatively thick-walled coke particles, no larger 
than 40% of the original droplet size.
King e t  al (1981) illustrated the stages in the formation of a cenosphere 
Figure 2.4:
i n i t i a l  d r o p l e t
▼
►  EVAPORATION OF VOLATILES
\
PYROLYSIS ANO EVAPORATION  
OF V O L A T IL E  P Y R O L Y S IS  
PRODUCTS
FORMATION OF SOLID CARBONACEOUS 
RESIDUE AND SLOW HETEROGENEOUS  
COM 8USTION
Figure 2.4. The formation of a cenosphere (King et al, 1981)
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The final combustion stage involves the burn-out of the residual cenosphere, 
this represents about 50% of the total burning time of the droplet (Figure 
2.4). It has been shown (Cunningham and Datschefski, 1981 and King et  al ,  
1981) that the presence of certain metals, notably vanadium, catalyse the 
burnout of the cenosphere.
The solids which survive the cenosphere burn out represent between about 0.5 
and 10% of the mass of the original fuel (Lightman and Street, 1968).
Volatiles boiling with decomposition is desirable for higher particle loading, 
since the chance of trapped material becoming carbonised in a large dense coke 
particle is increased. In furnace flames, high volatilisation rates may also 
result in the formation of a volatile sheath flame around the whole spray 
rather than around individual drops which reduces the rate of heat transfer to 
the fuel (Chigier and McCreath, 1974).
2.1.3. Conventional flame experiments.
Several investigators have studied the behaviour of heavy fuels in
conventional combustion systems (including Munro e t  al , 1978; Cunningham and 
Jackson, 1978; Gills, 1973 and Nettleton, 1979). Others have looked at
emissions of particulates from burning sprays (Braide e t  al , 1979; Chigier, 
1976; and Jacques e t  al , 1966). Studies of particulate emissions from
furnaces are carried out often to characterise which aspects of the fuel type 
are responsible for particulate emissions.
There is general agreement that there is no simple relationship between a fuel 
property and particulate formation, (e.g. Skoog and Petersen (1973) and King 
et  al , (1981)).
King e t  al (1981) produced the following expressions for particulates based on 
pentane insoluble content (primarily asphaltenes) and metal content:
P-A =
k- PEN 1,66l
v/ 0 . 5 5  . .  0 . 3 4  w 0 . 2 3  
M M- M
1 2  3-
- 0.05
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where P = particulates, % m/m fuel
A = fuel ash content, % m/m 
ki = constant 
PEN = fuel pentane insolubles content, % m/m 
Mi = (V + Ni + Fe + Mn) in fuel, mg/kg 
M| = Ca in fuel, mg/kg 
M| = Na in fuel, mg/kg
Figure 2.5 shows the agreement between calculated and measured emissions:
Calculated Particulates
Measured Particulates
Figure 2.5 Measured particle emissions versus calculated values
King e t  al (1981)
It was further stated by King e t  al (1981), that calculated emissions for 
fuels which have properties differing widely from those of the test fuels will 
be subject to greater uncertainty. He also stated that particulate emissions 
are influenced by the design of the equipment and the way in which it is 
operated.
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Cunningham and Datschefski (1981), reported a series of experiments whose 
objective was to rank a number of heavy fuel oils according to their potential 
as regards solids emissions from power station boilers. Eleven commercially 
available residual fuel oils were selected to cover asphaltene content, metals 
content, geographic origins and refining processes likely to be encountered in 
current residual fuel oil supplies. Again the asphaltene content alone was not 
found to be a reliable indicator of the particulate emitting propensity of an 
oil.
BP Research carried out an extensive series of tests on a total of 46 random 
atmospheric residues of known crude origin and finished fuel oils (Whitehead 
e t  a l , 1983). The samples under test were analysed using a variety of
techniques including thin layer chromatography (TLC). These samples were fired 
in a combustion rig and the results standardised for particulate emissions 
against a reference fuel. The results showed that there was poor correlation 
between the formation of cenospheres and the fuel asphaltene content. 
Similarly no relationship was reported for cenosphere formation and the amount 
of char produced on pyrolysing the fuel under specific conditions, the 
Conradson Carbon Residue (CCR). An acceptable correlation was only achieved 
when 5 variables were taken into account, TLC (’residue*), TLC (aromatics), 
sulphur, ash, and wax melting point. This data is given in Figure 2.6:
7-5
•  ATMOSPHERIC RESIDU E
■  VISBROKEN FUEL OIL 
A FU EL OIL
-0-5 VO 20 30 40 50 60
CALCULATED PARTICULATES (STA ND A R D ISED )
7-0
Figure 2.6
Particulate Emission Levels vs. calculated emissions using 5 variables
Whitehead e t  al (1982)
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An interesting series of tests was carried out by Bocca e t  al (1976) examining 
the effect of fuel oil composition and atomisation on particulate emissions. 
Three types of laboratory formulated fuels were selected for this series of 
experiments; paraffinic, aromatic and an asphaltenic. The test fuels were 
prepared by adding commercial grade gas oil to certain petroleum stocks 
processed from Arabian Light crudes, these were:
- slack waxes, (rich in paraffinic components)
- phenol extracts, (rich in polar, aromatic compounds)
- propane precipitated asphalts (PPA) (rich in asphaltenes)
The dosage of each component in the final blend was adjusted to obtain test 
fuels in the same viscosity region, but with the desired differences in 
chemical composition Figure 2.7:
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Figure 2.7
Chemical Composition of Fuels by Generic Fraction 
(Bocca e t  al , 1976)
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Careful note was made of the size distribution of the atomized fuel droplets 
for each test fuel (Figure 2.8). Particle yields from the three fuels was 
found to vary considerably (see Figure 2.9). In addition, the particulate size 
was also found to be influenced by the type of fuel fired. Figure 2. 10 
compares the size distribution curves obtained for the solids emitted during 
combustion of the three model fuels. As for the fuel atomization tests, the 
combustion of asphaltenic type fuel produced the narrowest range of particle 
size.
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Figure 2.8
Size Distribution of Atomized Fuel Droplets 
(Bocca e t  al , 1976)
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Effect of Fuel. Type on Particle Size Distribution 
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A description of the type of particles produced from the three fuel types is 
summarised:
Asphaltenic fuels - particles consist almost entirely of cenospheres in the
5-50 pm range, with the typical hollow, honey-combed 
structure; (78.0% wt carbon 7%, ash).
Aromatic Fuels - limited number of cenospheres produced, mostly associated
with irregular slag agglomerates. Unlike the asphaltenic
cenospheres, the aromatic ones appear as dense, solid 
spheroids with few or no pores on the surface; (44.5% wt 
carbon, 38.8% wt ash).
Paraffinic Fuels - material is in the form of irregular agglomerates
containing some individual spherical type particles;
(80.9% wt carbon, 11.2% wt ash).
To conclude, Bocca e t al reported that the amount of cenospheres increased in 
proportion to the increase of polar-aromatics and asphaltenes content of the 
fuel. Qualitatively, aromatic type fuel produced dense, metallic spheroids in 
a wider size distribution, while large carbonaceous cenospheres in a narrow 
size range were emitted from asphaltenic type fuel.
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2.1.4. Cenospheres from emulsions.
Legislation to control the emission of pollutants from combustion plants is 
becoming more stringent. Of great importance is the need to reduce NO and
X
particulate emissions simultaneously. This is difficult to achieve as the 
factors which favour low NO^ produce high particulates, and vice-versa (Law et  
al 1980). This problem has been exacerbated by declining fuel quality as 
heavy-end cracking processes remove more of the profitable lighter fractions 
from oil resulting in fuels with higher viscosity and asphaltene content.
The addition of water to oils to produce emulsion fuels can break the 
NO^/particulates relationship. The burning of a stabilised emulsion leads to a 
reduction in both particulate emissions and coke size for a given excess air 
level as compared with the neat fuel, (Law e t  al, 1980, Matthews and Street, 
1988).This occurs because the water is trapped in the oil droplets and 
explosively boils on entry into the furnace, leading to fragmentation of coke 
particles.
The emulsifying process for the production of water continuous emulsions leads 
to very small fuel particles, typically less than 20jim. This mean that the 
fuel is effectively pre-atomised, which promotes good combustion.
Emulsion cenospheres usually contain only one hole, unlike the sponge 
structures described in section 2.1.1. (Liddy and Newey, 1989).
Powergen has started burning an emulsion fuel consisting of a 70 % (w/w) 
bitumen/water colloid. The fuel comes from the world’s largest bitumen reserve 
by the Orinoco River in Venezuela. Estimates of the size of the deposits vary 
but even the most conservative estimates indicate an energy source twice the 
size of the Australian coal reserves. This fuel is marketed in Europe by B.P. 
Bitor as Orimulsion.
The size of the bitumen particle in Orimulsion is around 30/im. Given the size 
reduction from fuel to cenosphere there is hope that particulates formed from 
this fuel will fall into the desired size range. The temperature to which 
Orimulsion must be heated to give satisfactory atomisation is 50°c, as 
compared with the 150°c for RFO. Figure 2.11 is as summary of some of the 
physical and chemical properties of Orimulsion.
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DYNAMIC VISCOSITY -- 320 Pas at 25°c.
FLASH POINT---- -  120°c
POUR POINT----- l 00 o
o
o
GRAVITY--------- - 7.5 - 9.5 °API
WATER CONTENT--- - < 1%
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS, % w/w
(SOLID ONLY) !
Carbon 79.0 - 86.0
Hydrogen 9.8 - 10.8
Sulphur 3.5 - 4.0
Nitrogen 0. 6 - 0.8
Oxygen 0.26 - 0.85
Ash 0.05 - 0. 15
METAL CONTENT, ppm
Vanadium 400 - 500
Nickel 95 - 120
Iron 11 - 25
Sodium 100 - 120
CONRADSON CARBON- - 16.0-18.0 % w/w
Figure 2.11 Orimulsion data
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B.P.Bitor are reluctant to produce samples of cenospheres from the partial 
combustion of Orimulsion. Emissions from the use of this fuel is a sensitive
issue particularly following an unfortunate incident in 1992 at the
Richborough power station when ash deposits were emitted due to a failure of 
the electrostatic precipitators. The released plume, high in metal, damaged 
the paint surface of a consignment of new cars parked adjacent to the site.
Conclusions
The carbonaceous foam structure of cenospheres may be advantageous for 
obscuration (section 2.4). Also the low density of the material suggests that 
it will have a lower drop rate than equivalent solid graphite. Cenospheres 
could be pre-packed in canisters for deployment when required, however the 
density of these particles would probably make this approach unattractive.
Based on the fuel droplet size, cenospheres from the combustion of emulsion 
fuels should produce particles near to the required size of 3 to 15pm. Those 
from the combustion of the neat fuel have an average size of at least 30pm. 
Emulsion fuels are much easier to pump and atomise than RFO, this could be an 
important consideration in designing a portable smoke generator where steam 
for fuel preheat and atomisation would not be available.
Orimulsion is easily obtainable and the relatively high metallic content of 
the resultant cenospheres might enhance the scattering element of infrared 
obscuration.
It was proposed to produce a sample of cenospheres and examine their size and 
structure. For the reasons stated above Orimulsion was selected as the fuel, 
this work is described in section 3.4.
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2.2. Soot
2.2.1. The appearance and physical properties
Soot consists of small chains of roughly spherical carbon particles formed 
from the vapour phase cracking of hydrocarbon fuels, Figure 2.13 shows a 
typical soot aggregate:
1 Division * 58 mi Sc»1t * 832S0*
Figure 2.13 Soot aggregate
Soot is usually formed at temperatures in excess of 1000°c accompanied by the 
formation of unsaturated hydrocarbons. The interaction of these species with 
the solid carbon depends on the history of the soot particles after formation, 
for example the hydrocarbons may adsorb onto the carbon at low temperatures 
and change the appearance of the soot, as would be the case in a chimney or 
exhaust pipe.
The main constituent of soot is carbon with around 10 mol% hydrogen, it is a 
black non graphitic lustreless solid. A feature of soot is that the building 
blocks that make up the soot aggregate are spherical and of a similar size 
regardless of the fuel type and method of combustion, with a diameter of 
around 10 to 50 nanometers (nm). These basic building blocks of soot are often 
referred to as spherules. Soot sizes vary from 0.001 to 0.1 microns (pm) in 
length, with a logarithmic Gaussian distribution.
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The internal structure of soot has been investigated using x-ray 
crystallography studies, (e.g. Austin, 1958.) Electron microscopy studies show 
that soot may be considered to be an arrangement of bent carbon layers with 
many dislocations and lattice defects which form a spherical particle 
(Heckman and Harling 1966), Figure 2.14. The large spacing of these lattice 
structures is thought to account for the density of soot being typically 2 
grams/cm3.
Figure 2.14 Schematic of model of carbon black microstructure.
(Heckman and Harling, 1966)
The individual layers of graphitic structure are arranged around the 
spherules. At the surface of the soot particle the graphitic layers merge 
individual spherules together, this is why it is legitimate to consider the 
chain structure to be the genuine soot particle, Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15 Phase contrast electron microscope picture of soot.
Donnet and Voet (1976) and Lahaye and Prado (1981) reviewed the literature on 
several techniques for characterising structure. These include electron 
microscopy incorporating automatic image analysis to provide quantitative 
descriptions of the soot structure. Light scattering and absorption techniques 
are also discussed which allow computation of equivalent diameters, ultra 
centrifuging techniques for measurement of Stokes diameters, and gas 
absorption techniques for determination of specific surface area and porosity.
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When deliberately produced for industrial purposes soot is called carbon 
black. The Chinese and Romans manufactured the substance for use as pigment in 
inks, and this remained the major use until the early part of this century. 
In 1910 it was discovered that the addition of carbon to rubber car tyres, as 
a colourant, also chemically interacted with the rubber improving the life of 
the tyre by 500%. This was exploited in the United States by the W.F.Goodrich 
Company and immediately created a demand for carbon black which now exceeds 4 
million tonnes per annum (Donnet and Voet, 1976). This rise in demand meant 
that the ancient lampblack and channel black manufacturing processes were 
replaced by the more efficient continuous furnace process, which in turn led 
to improvements in throughput, efficiency and product quality. These 
improvements in manufacturing techniques have lead to subtle differences 
developing between soot and carbon black, e.g. the amount of hydrocarbon 
condensed on to the surface of carbon black is usually less than lwt%, but 
this figure can be much higher for soot. However from the standpoint of 
morphology and formation mechanism soot and carbon black may be regarded as 
being identical. The carbon black manufacturing process is reviewed in section
2. 2. 3.
2.2.2. Soot formation
The formation of soot is an extremely complex process. It is only partially
understood.
Soot may form in all types of combustion systems, but is especially common in 
those using a diffusion flame. Most furnaces are operated using this type of 
flame, which has the advantage of a large stability range, due to 
concentration variations which allows the flame to find its optimum position. 
The time taken for soot to form is of the order of milliseconds. The phase 
changes that must occur in this time are interesting to reflect on; for the 
case of coal a solid fuel produces via the liquid phase a gaseous fuel 
(devolatilisation) which burns as a diffusion flame producing heavy 
hydrocarbons which condense as liquids and then become solid as soot is 
formed.
Possible pathways for the formation of soot are summarised in Figure 2.15. A 
deduction from this diagram is that soot does not form along the growth lines 
of the acetylenes, or the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons alone. In order for 
the fuel molecule to evolve to a soot particle a chemical condensation of 
species with the right hydrogen content, or a chemical condensation of species 
with higher hydrogen content and consecutive dehydrogenation or a combination 
of these two pathways must occur:
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Figure 2.15 Pathways to soot formation 
Molar mass of species plotted against hydrogen mole fraction (Homann 1978)
A great deal of work has been conducted on the formation of soot from 
hydrocarbon fuels and many mechanisms for soot formation have been proposed, 
however as pointed out by Jensen (1974) in the main with little supporting 
evidence. There is general agreement that soot formation involves several 
steps, all of the theories put forward may be summarised as some combination 
of the following:
(i) Nucleation - an initial stage in which the first particles, solid or 
liquid are formed.
(ii) Coalescence 
particles.
collision of these species to form larger spherical
(iii) Surface growth on species formed in stages 1 and/or 2 from the complex 
gas phase hydrocarbon soup of the flame, and on chain structures formed 
when spheres have collided but not coalesced.
(iv) Oxidation.
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Nucleation
Foster and Wolfhard (1950) have explained the spherical nature of the 
elementary soot particle by considering the initial phase of formation, that 
of nucleation, to be liquid. In this view they are supported by others 
including Sweitzer e t  al (1956) and more recently Lahaye and Prado (1981). It 
has been speculated that the chemical nature of the liquid droplets are large 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (P.A.H.). Homann (1976) calculated 
that for typical flame temperatures the mass of these primary molecules would 
have to be more than 2700 atomic mass units (a.m.u. ). Donnet and Voet (1976) 
claimed that the precursors to soot formation are unstable hydrocarbon 
radicals consisting of 15 - 20 carbon atoms having a molecular weight of 150 - 
600. Tesner (1979) argues that liquid droplets are unlikely to be the 
nucleating sites, because there are insufficient large molecules present to 
cause condensation at flame conditions. It is the nucleation stage in soot 
formation about which least is known.
Coalescence
Graham e t  al (1975) have studied the growth of soot particles at the 
beginning of a flame. Using light scattering techniques they have determined 
that coalescence does occur in the first 1-2 milliseconds after nucleation. 
Particle nucleation and growth are spatially well separated in a flame, Prado 
and Lahaye (1973). A reason proposed to explain this is that once the first 
particulate phase is formed, enough solid surface is available for surface 
growth, and the probability of generating new particles is greatly 
reduced. Foster (1965), and Jensen (1974) used the Smoluchowski equation for 
the purpose of modelling the agglomeration process. Broome and Khan (1980) 
reviewed the factors which affect the probability of collisions and particle 
stickiness, which both contribute towards particle agglomeration:
Size
Temperature
Pressure
Turbulence
Affect probability of 
collision
J
Shape and structure of the particle 
Absorption of vapour
► Affect stickiness
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Haynes e t  al (1979) seeded sooting acetylene flames with various metals, and 
observed how some of these additives could strongly reduce the final soot 
size, by reducing coagulation. The presence of metal promotes sufficient 
charging of the small soot particles which subsequently resist coagulation by 
repulsion.
Surface growth
Prado (1981) described surface growth as a process involving the deposition 
and attachment of gas phase molecules to the surface of a particle and their 
incorporation into the particulate phase. The surface growth mechanism is 
responsible for the majority of the soot mass. The s.e.m. picture in Figure 
2.13 illustrates how surface growth has bonded the basic spheres into the 
final soot structure.
Oxidation
Experiments on the oxidation of soot have shown that it is similar to the 
oxidation of graphite, Lee e t  a l l (1962) and Fenimore and Jones (1967). Lee et  
al and Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1962) produced similar models for the 
oxidation of soot, shown in section 2.2.2.c).
The detailed investigation of the soot formation process in practical 
combustion devices is considered to be impossible with present technology. 
Therefore, research work has focused on a number of simplified cases, in 
particular premixed and diffusion flames.
2.2.2.a) Soot studies in premixed flames
For premixed flames it might be expected that soot would start to appear when 
there is just not enough oxygen to transform the hydrocarbon fuel to carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen, that is when the carbon to oxygen ratio,(C/0), 
approaches 1. Experimentally determined limits of soot formation show sooting 
starting at C/0 of around 0.5, (e.g. Fenimore e t  al 1956, Wright 1970). The
carbon to oxygen ratio (C/0) at which soot first appears in premixed flames 
has been investigated for three types of burner: bunsen burner,stirred reactor 
and flat flame. The results are in good agreement, as shown for the case of 
acetylene in air:
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Fuel system Bunsen Flame Stirred Reactor Flat flame
C H /air 0.60 0.60 0.62
2 2
Table 2.16 C/0 at limit of soot formation.
  (after Street e t  al 1962 and Wright 1970)________ ___
In general increasing temperature allows richer mixtures to burn without 
forming soot, reducing pressure has the same effect. In the studies above care 
was taken to avoid polyhedral flames forming. Beyond the critical C/0 limit 
soot formation increases very rapidly, Figure 2.17:
CO 0.9
0.15
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0.5
h 2o -
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C02
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C/O
Figure 2.17 Soot volume fraction f as a
function of C/0 for a C H /air flame.
2 2
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The amount of 0^ stored in CO^ and PHD and the amount of hydrocarbons 
remaining after combustion depends on the relative rates of the reactions 
which consume hydrocarbons and CO and H .
2.2.2.b) Soot studies in diffusion flames.
Most practical combustion devices have fuel and air entering the flame zone
through separate inlets, producing diffusion flames. The combustion process
and therefore the formation of soot is then mixing controlled as confirmed by
Becker(1977) who performed experimental studies on acetylene diffusion flames
with varying Reynolds number, (Re3. Under certain circumstances the C/0 ratio
varies and there will be domains where soot will form. Whether a flame smokes
or not depends on whether the soot once formed, has time to burn out before
leaving the flame. The Richardson number,(R^), has been found to be the
aerodynamic parameter which gives good correlation with various flame
parameters. For example, for turbulent diffusion flames the position of
1/3maximum temperature, and maximum light scattering can be correlated to R^ 
Becker (1977). Many experimental studies have been made on these types of 
flames, the work of Dalzell e t  al (1970) mapped the soot mass concentration 
along the axis of a flame, and the position of maximum soot concentration was 
confirmed by others e.g. Magnusson (1975). Using a twin fluid atomiser, 
Kowalik e t  al (1981) showed that soot formation reduced with increased air 
pressure. In this work the two effects of droplet size and local air 
concentration within the spray were not separated.
It is the unsteady nature of turbulent diffusion flames which is responsible 
for it’s behaviour. High speed photography illustrates the strong 
fluctuations which occur in the position and size of the luminous pockets 
which make up the flame. Most workers agree that soot is formed in eddies 
separated by regions with little or no soot.
The most important class of turbulent diffusion flame are those which employ a 
liquid spray flame. Fuel droplet size distribution and trajectory relative to 
the combustion air are important variables in assessing whether a flame will 
soot, along with the overall equivalence ratio. Introducing swirl, and 
recirculating the combustion process reduces the tendency of a given air/fuel 
system to soot, Wagner (1981).
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2.2.2.c) Soot formation mechanisms.
Davidson e t  al (1968) proposed the following mechanism for the formation and 
growth of carbon black particles (Figure 2.18):
OIL FEEDSTOCK
I pyrolysis 
ACETYLENE AND ETHYLENE
^ chemical condensation 
POLYCYCLC BENZENE 
RING BASE COMPOUNDS 
(e.g PYRENE AND ANTHRACENE)
^ physical condensation 
OILMIST
^ dehydrogenation 
CARBON BLACK
Figure 2.18 Formation of carbon black particles. 
(Davidson et al, 1968)
Davidson states that the hexagonal arrangement of the carbon atoms in the 
carbon black crystallites is consistent with the contention that polycyclic 
benzene ring based compounds are the precursors to formation. Donnet and Voet 
(1976) reviewed several other possible mechanisms proposed by Thomas (1957), 
Street and Thomas (1955) and Cabannes (1956), which are summarised in Figure 
2.19.
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Broome and Khan (1980) proposed a mechanism for the production of soot in 
diesel engines (Figure 2.20). The reaction pathways are similar to those 
suggested in Figure 2.15 but the authors also point out that the actual 
mechanism may well depend on temperature and thus may vary throughout the 
flame.
C1 * C2 ' C3 S p e c ie s ,  M o le c u le s  or R adica ls
Particle
nucleus
Small hydrocorbon 
Radicals 
Olefins
Conjugated
polyethylenic
radicals
Feedstock
Aromatic
hydrocarbons
^olynuclear
Aromatic
Rodicols
Surface condensation  
of remoining 
hydocarbons
Polymerisation
and
dehydrogenation
Hydrocarbon
rodicols
Electrostatic
agglomeration
Carbon P ort ic le
Figure 2.19 Several possible mechanisms for soot formation. 
(Thomas (1955),Street and Thomas (1955) and Cabannes (1956))
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Figure 2.20 Schematic mechanism for soot formation, showing the influence
of reaction time and temperature.
(Broome and Khan, 1972)
Khan and Greeves (1974) proposed a soot correlation equation for high pressure 
diesel engine data. Edelman e t al (1979) have shown that, like so many models 
of soot formation, it could not be applied to different conditions. Farmer, 
Edelman and Wong (1981) modelled the net soot emissions from a well stirred 
reactor burning toluene. Soot production is calculated from the following 
equation:
where:
m total mass flowrate of soot
p exhaust gas density
V reactor volume
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inlet soot concentration 
outlet soot concentration
R^ soot formation rate
R soot oxidation rate
total surface area available for oxidation
ox
R^, the soot formation rate, is represented by an Arrhenius equation:
R_ = A Ta C b C c exp ( - E/RT) f he 0
2
Khan e t  al (1980) and Abbas and Lockwood (1985) also modelled the formation 
of soot particles using an Arrhenius type equation. Rq^ was determined from 
the model of Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1962), which relates the 
rate of soot oxidation per unit area to the partial pressure of 
oxygen:
R = 1 2  ox
k . P A 02
1 + k P 
2 02
* + V o *  (1 ' x)
where:
X = (1 + k)/(k P JT B 02
-1
and k^, kg, k^ ., k^ are Arrhenius equations of the form:
k = (constant) exp( constant/RT)
The mean particle size increases with residence time in a combustor, which is 
at least partly connected with smaller soot particles with higher reactivity 
being preferentially consumed.
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Farmer e t  al (1981) workers manipulated the constants in their model to fit 
experimental data from a well mixed combustor, however the range of operating 
conditions for which good agreement is obtained is very narrow. This model has 
only been shown to work for this one type of combustor for the conditions 
examined. This is not a kinetics model based on fundamental interactions 
between molecules, but an exercise in data fitting; the value of this model in 
working for other well stirred fuel rich systems under altered conditions of 
residence time and fuel is unproven.
2.2.3. Carbon black production
The carbon black industry, in contrast to most work on soot formation, is 
concerned with the increasing and optimisation of emissions. As this is in 
line with the aims of a smoke generator, a review of the most common carbon 
black processes is given here.
Davidson e t  al (1968) described the furnace process to produce carbon black in 
detail. This consists of quenching the gaseous output from cylindrical 
furnaces, with water sprays, to a temperature of 230°C, and then separating 
the solid particles from the gas and water streams. The design of the furnace 
critically influences the size and structure of the final product. However, 
although the authors described several furnaces in detail, no clear 
relationships between furnace type and product characteristics were given. In 
the carbon black industry the objective is to make very fine products. Donnet 
and Voet (1976) stated that blacks produced by pyrolysis, (thermal blacks) are 
larger than those produced from decomposition in a rich flame. Typical black 
sizes from diffusion flames are around 50nm, thermal blacks are around 300nm; 
this indicates that considerable agglomeration and surface growth are 
necessary to meet the micron size objective of this application.
The favoured system for liquid feed stocks is the tangential blast/axial make 
system, or Phillips process. The liquid feedstock (the make) is sprayed 
axially into a cylindrical, refractory-lined chamber and the fuel gas and air 
(the blast) are injected tangentially. The diameter of the chamber is 
substantially reduced at the outlet which causes turbulent mixing of the two 
streams. The throat or choke, as the outlet is called, is where most of the 
carbon forms. Agglomeration occurs in a long divergent section beyond the 
throat (Figure 2.21). Modern carbon black furnaces are capable of yields of up
O
to 80% (based on feedstock of carbon content). They normally operate at 1400 C 
with a residence time of 1/20 second.
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Figure 2.21 Typical carbon black furnace.
The liquid feedstock for carbon black manufacture is normally an aromatic 
hydrocarbon such as oil from catalytic cracking processes and pressure tars 
from thermal cracking processes. Powell (1968) reviewed the properties of 
such feedstock and observed that feedstocks with high asphaltene contents tend 
to produce undesirable gritty material in the final product, this is a
reference to the formation of cenospheres, reviewed in section 2.1. It was 
also stated that the aromatics content is a very important criterion since it 
largely controls the yield, as indicated in Figure 2.17.
The effect of fuel type has been studied by Gaydon and Wolfhard (1970), their 
findings are presented in Figure 2.21b:
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Figure 2.21b Tendency of fuels to smoke 
(Gaydon and Wolfhard, 1969)
2.2.4. Conclusions
In conventional flames soot formation is favoured by low temperatures and high 
pressures. Soot size may be increased by increasing residence time, mixing and 
turbulence in a furnace. The fuel effects the quantity of soot produced under 
any given set of conditions; aromatic fuels such as toluene give higher soot 
yields than light distillate fuels such as kerosene. Thermal blacks are 
approximately 6 times larger than flame blacks.
The vast majority of work related to soot is concerned with reducing 
emissions in well aerated systems. The exception is the carbon black industry, 
where the emphasis is om producing blacks around 1000 times smaller than those 
required for this obscuration objective.
Given the lack of predictive design information and the complexities of soot 
formation, an empirical approach must be adopted in the attempt to produce 
larger soot particles. This is described in section 3.
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2.3. Buckminsterfullerene
2.3.1. General review
During the past seven years scientists have identified and synthesized a 
previously unknown third form of carbon. This allotrope manifests itself as a 
family of hollow cage molecules of which the most common is Cgo, Figure 2.22. 
It is the only pure form of carbon, both graphite and diamond are networks of 
molecules with attached hydrogen.
Figure 2.22 The structures of C and C
& 6 0  7 0
The concept of a hollow molecule was first proposed by Jones (1966) writing 
under the pseudonym of Daedalus in the New Scientist. His reasoning was based 
on finding a material which would bridge the gap between the densities of 
gases (around 0.001 g/cm ) and that of liquids and solids (around 0.5 to 25 
g/cm3).
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Osawa (1970) and Bochvar and Gal’pern (1973) theoretically conjectured that 
Cgo would be a stable structure, but thought that synthesis of such a molecule 
would be almost impossible.
The original stimulus for the investigations which lead to the discovery of 
the hollow carbon molecule was due to Kroto e t  al (1984) who were attempting 
to explain the occurrence of certain absorption and emission spectra of 
interstellar matter. They attempted to create this material by laser ablation 
of graphite in a helium environment and observed the formation of a stable new 
species, Figure 2.23:
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Figure 2.23 The original mass spectrum showing peaks for Cgo and C7o
Kroto et al (1985)
They went on to propose a structure for this molecule; carbon atoms arranged 
at the vertices of a truncated icosahedron, this is also the geometry of a 
soccer ball.
This shape underlies the geodesic dome invented by the architect R. 
Buckminster Fuller, Pawley (1992), and so the spherical molecule was named 
buckminsterfullerene in his honour. It transpires that there are a whole 
family of hollow caged molecules including C , C , and C , with C being
7 6  7 8  82  60
the most abundant followed by C . The names fullerene and buckyballs are used 
to describe this new class of molecule.
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The 18th century mathematician Euler calculated that any such object must have 
12 pentagons in order to close, although the number of hexagons can vary. C
60
has 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, C7q has 25 hexagons. Parallel structures can 
be found in nature, such as the tortoise shell and certain microscopic sea 
creatures:
Figure 2.24 Protozoans, the siliceous skeleton contains 12 pentagons
In (1990) Kratschmer et  al became the first researchers to synthesize C- in a
pure solid form. They obtained soot from the vaporisation of graphite in an
atmosphere of helium and were able to show from mass spectra measurements that
it contained fullerene. They then showed that the fullerene could be dissolved
by contact with benzene, a red colour was observed. On allowing the solution
to evaporate off, crystals with a hexagonal symmetry began to emerge.
Kratschmer proposed the name fullerite to describe this extract of C and
60
C . Taylor e t  al (1990) used column chromatography to produce the first pure 
samples of and -C • It is by the Kratschmer method that the present
research lead demand for fullerene is met. The cost is spectacular: one gram 
of C6Q can cost around £1000, and one gram of C?o £10000, (1993 prices Aldrich 
Chemicals.)
Gerhardt et al (1988) have studied the occurrence of these molecules in low 
pressure flat premixed flames of benzene and acetylene. They detected the 
corresponding positive and negative ions associated with the fullerenes, using 
mass spectroscopy. They presented data for the concentration profiles of these 
ions at various positions in the flame, Figure 2.25:
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Figure 2.25 Fullerene ion concentration in a benzene flame.
Gerhardt e t  al (1988)
Howard et  al (1991) produced soot from a similar burner, which they extracted
with toluene. Mass spectrometer measurements on the resultant material
confirmed the presence of C and C , Figure 2.26:
60  7 0
792 816431 481^®'
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Figure 2.26 Mass spectrum of flame soot spectrum.
(Howard 1991)
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They went on to remove the attendant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons using 
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and made measurements of the 
yield of fullerene. They showed that the largest yields of fullerene do not 
occur in the most heavily sooting flames, and that fullerene yields increased 
with increasing temperature and decreasing pressure, under which circumstances 
the yield of soot increases.
Speculation has been made linking the fullerene cage structure with the 
spherical building blocks of soot, Zhang et al (1986). Ijima (1987) produced a 
high resolution electron microscope picture of graphitised soot, in which he 
claims to identify a C molecule, Figure 2.27:
Figure 2.27 High resolution microscopy picture of soot.
Ijima (1987)
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Since their first synthesis, fullerenes have received a great deal of interest 
amongst scientists, with some 1500 papers published within two years. Industry 
has been investing in patents, Figure 2.28 shows the areas for which patent 
protection has already been sought:
Semiconductors
Super conductors
Electrophoto imaging
Diamond production
Catalysts
Particle sensors
Cosmetics
Diagnostic agents
Lasers
Solar cells
Inks
Optical limiters 
Batteries 
Military shells 
Anti-viral medicine
Figure 2.28 Areas in which patent protection has been sought
2.3.2. Conclusions
At this stage it is not possible to say whether this new family of molecules 
will be of value in the field of obscuration. Cornbleet (1992) has suggested 
that the geodesic structure of the Cgo cage may have useful resonant 
properties. On a more mundane note fullerene is considerably lighter than 
other carbons, and this could be an advantageous in terms of reduced settling 
velocity. Additionally the structure may lend itself to slow oxidation in the 
environment as an aerosol. This would be a useful property, as fullerene might 
then fulfill the role of a thermal clutter material, (Moles and Ashe, 1991).
Experimental investigations concerning the obscuration value of fullerenes can 
only follow once sufficient material is available at a reasonable price level. 
In the first instance work on fullerene should focus on the synthesis and the
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possibilities for increased production. To this end a number of experiments 
have been devised to answer some questions on the occurrence and formation of 
fullerene, these are described in chapter 5.
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2.4. Relevant Electromagnetic Radiation Considerations
The theory of particle/e.m.r. interaction is extremely complex, and apart from 
certain idealised situations requires considerable computer modelling effort. 
The approach taken here has been to extract the relevant facts from the 
literature relating size and shape criteria to effective obscuration.
There are two ways that a cloud of particles can obscure electromagnetic 
radiation (e.m.r.) : absorption (section 2.4.3.a.) and scattering (section
2.4.3.b.). As to which mechanism is prevalent in a particular situation 
depends on the shape and composition of the particle, and on the size relative 
to the incident wavelength of the e.m.r. The specific mass extinction 
coefficient,a, is a measure of the ability of a particle to obscure e.m.r., 
the objective is to make a as large as possible. It is related to scattering 
and absorption:
a = a + a eq (2.4. “1)
s A
2where a = mass extinction coefficient due to absorption (m /gram)
 ^ 2 a = mass extinction coefficient due to scattering (m /gram)
s
2.4.1. The electromagnetic radiation spectrum
The electromagnetic spectrum is the term used to denote the whole range of 
known radiations which are electromagnetic in character. This spectrum is 
divided into various sections which are distinguished by the methods used to 
produce and detect the radiation in these regions. So gamma rays, X-rays, 
ultra-violet, visible, infrared, microwaves and radio waves all form part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum and are therefore all of the same physical 
nature.
E.m.r. has both wave and particle properties, as revealed by the photoelectric 
effect and interference and diffraction experiments. This is sometimes 
referred to as the wave/particle duality of e.m.r.. Maxwell described e.m.r. 
as a transverse wave consisting of electric and magnetic fields oscillating 
in mutually perpendicular planes.
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The particle nature of s.m. r. first became apparent after the advent of the 
quantum hypothesis in 1900. Radiation is visualized as a flux of individual 
particles, called photons. All e.m.r. is characterised by wavelength, A, 
related to frequency, f:
X = c/f eq.(2.4.-2)
Where:
the speed of 1ight c 
X (pm) 
f (1/sec)
= 3 .10 m/sec
Figure 2.29 shows the entire e.m.r. spectrum:
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Figure 2.29 The electromagnetic radiation spectrum
2.4.2. The nature of infrared radiation
In 1800 Herschel investigated the thermal effect observed in regions of
individual colour of the solar spectrum, which he obtained by means of a glass 
prism. He found that the temperature increases from the violet to the red end 
of the spectrum and continues to increase beyond this end of the visible
spectrum. By his experiments Herschel proved the existence of invisible 
infrared radiation (i.r.).
The frequency band of i.r. ranges from approximately 1-500 million megacycles, 
Figure 2.29. This lies between the higher frequency of visible light, and the 
lower frequency of microwaves.
Three arbitrary divisions of the i.r. spectra have been made:
near 0. 7 - 1. 5 pm
middle 1.5 - 5.6 pm
far 5.6 - 1000 pm
Planck’s Law describes the relationship between radiation intensity, spectral 
distribution and temperature of a black body:
cl f cZ/XT 
I, =------ e
A A I
where:
2I. is the radiation emitted by the black body (watts/cm )
A
T is the absolute temperature of the black body (K)
X wavelength of emitted radiation (cm)
cl constant = 3.7402 x 10 12 watts/cm2
c2 constant = 1.43848 cm K
Wien’s displacement law, which applies to all e.m.r., states that the 
wavelength which corresponds to the peak in the spectral radiant emittance 
from a black body source is inversely proportional to it’s temperature. This 
can be derived from equation (2.4.-3), and expressed as:
-1
eq(2.4.-3)
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A T  = bm
eq. (2.4.-4)
where:
A is the peak wavelength (pm)m
b is a constant = 2897pm K
As the temperature of a body becomes hotter the wavelength of maximum spectral 
radiant emittance shifts to shorter wavelengths, (this is why metals start to 
glow red for example):
4000°K
i io
10- '
300° K
r«
0.4 0.6 0.8
WAVELENGTH,/:
Figure 2.30 Black body radiant emittance vs wavelength 
Substituting A given by Wien’s law into equation 2.4-3 gives:
m
F = 1.3 T5 x 10"15 eq.(2.4.-5)
Am
Equation (2.4.-5) shows that doubling the absolute temperature of a black body 
source increases the peak i.r. radiation energy approximately thirty two fold. 
Wien’s law is relevant to the design of i.r. systems for defence, if a vehicle 
exhaust is considered to be a black body with a temperature of 300 c it will 
emit it’s peak radiation at a wavelength around:
m
2897
573 = 5.05 pm.
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A doubling of the temperature to 600 °c would result in = 3.32 fim. In 
defence situations, potential targets are shielded and cooled wherever 
possible. The differences in temperature between themselves and the
surrounding are smaller than for when no shielding is attempted. The peak
radiant emittance will then be at a correspondingly higher wavelength. For 
this reason infrared detection systems are now operating at longer wavelengths 
which give greater sensitivity towards smaller temperature differences.
2.4.3. The obscuration of infrared radiation
2.4.3.a) absorption
The fundamental particles which make up a molecule have natural frequencies of 
vibration and rotation. These frequencies are determined by molecular
structure, the masses of the atoms, and the bonding forces within the
molecules. When the incident e.m. r. is the same as this resonance frequency
absorption by the molecule occurs. So energy is transferred by the radiation 
to the atoms, and manifests itself as sensible heat. For the case of
absorption the size of the particle is unimportant; the degree of obscuration
will depend only on the e.m.r., particle molecular makeup and concentration. 
Compared with the scattering mechanism (section 2.4.3.b) absorption is far 
less sensitive to e.m.r. wavelength. Figure 2.31 shows the i.r. absorption
bands for various atmospheric constituents:
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Figure 2.31 Absorption bands of atmospheric constituents
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It is because of the broad band absorption of atmospheric constituents that 
only selected windows in the infrared spectrum need be considered for 
obscuration purposes.
For a homogeneous absorbing material the intensity of the transmitted 
radiation can be shown to be:
I = Io exp (-K1) eq.(2.4.-6)
where Io is the incident radiation intensity, 1 is the path length and K is 
the absorption coefficient. Equation (2.4.-6) is the Lambert-Bouger’s Law.
The degree of absorption of e.m.r. by a substance is determined by the number 
of molecules encountered by a beam traversing the material. This is constant 
for a homogeneous solid but in the case of absorbing particles in suspension 
the absorption over the path length will depend upon the concentration of the 
particles. The absorption coefficient varies in direct proportion to the 
concentration. Beer’s Law takes account of this fact and can be written as :
t = = exp (-aCL) eq.(2.4.-7)
where t = fractional transmission
2
a = mass extinction coefficient (m /g)
3
C = mass concentration of aerosol (g/m )
Conditions for the applicability of this Law include constant sample 
temperature and low sample concentration.
It is the effect of concentration and the broad band nature of absorption 
which explains why radar equipped aircraft were unable to operate in large 
clouds of micron sized particulates produced from oil well fires in the Gulf 
conflict.
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Foster and Howarth (1967) measured the ability of various carbonaceous 
materials to absorb infrared radiation using a reflection technique. They 
measured the complex refractive index and were able to show that higher carbon 
content soots have higher absorption values.
2.4.3.b) Scattering
Scattering is a resonance mechanism in which the fundamental unit is the 
particle itself, particle size is therefore important. It is by this mechanism 
that television and radio antennae receive broadcasted programmes. The optimum 
size of the particle to maximize reception, (or obscuration) depends on the 
shape of the particle. For straight lines the optimum length is equal to half 
the incident e.m.r. wavelength, for spheres this optimum occurs when the 
diameter is the same as the wavelength. There is however no sharp cutoff, and 
so a chaff particle of 3mm will still have some effect at scattering e.m. r. 
of wavelength 8mm, for example.
scattering when d << X
If the particles are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident 
radiation, then the scattering process may be described by the formula:
K* * — -—  NV2 eq. (2.4.-8)
A4
where: N - number of particles/unit volume
V - average volume of particle 
A - wavelength of the radiation 
K* - scattering coefficient
In this region referred to as Rayleigh scattering the scattering coefficient 
K* is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the e.m. r. wavelength, and 
so the transmittance t increases rapidly with increase in radiation 
wavelength. A consequence of this is the scatter of visible light by small 
particles in the Earth’s atmosphere; the smaller wavelengths are scattered, 
and so the sky appears blue. The same phenomenon is responsible for giving 
tobacco smoke its blue lustre.
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From equation (2.4.-8) it can be seen that the scattering coefficient is
therefore decreases rapidly as the size of the particles increases, up to a 
limit. The upper limit for the Rayleigh Law is about 0. IX, but the lower 
limit extends down to molecular dimensions.
scattering when d » X
When the diameter of the particle is much larger than the wavelength of the 
incident radiation, the attenuation of the radiant flux is the partial 
physical screening of the particles. So if r is the radius of the jth 
particle, and assuming there are N particles per unit volume, the scattering 
coefficient will be:
In the case of large particles the scattering coefficient is not a function of 
wavelength.
scattering when d ^ X.
In the case when the particle diameter is of the same order of magnitude as 
the incident radiation, there is no simple predictive model to determine K*. 
Mie (1908) presented a full formal solution to Maxwells Equation for spherical 
homogeneous particles. The Mie scattering theory determines the scattering 
from particles of any size provided that the optical properties of the 
particles are known, the resulting solutions for the amplitude of the 
scattered wave are in the form of an infinite series. The mathematical and 
physical considerations necessary for the derivation of the Mie solution have 
been collated by a few workers (Van de Hulst (1957), Stratton (1941) and 
Kerker (1969)).
The relationship between scatter and wavelength in an ideal turbid medium is 
shown in Figure 2.32, after Gaertner (1951):
proportional to the (diameter)6. The transmittance of the atmosphere
N
eq. (2.4.-9)
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Figure 2.32 Scattering coefficient as a function of particle size and 
wavelength for a spherical turbid medium.
Gaertner (1951)
It can be seen that for this example of a sphere the maximum scatter occurs 
when the wavelength is the same as the diameter.
2.4.4. Applications to specific particles
For effective screening the objective is to produce an aerosol with a
fractional transmittance below 5%, (Evans and Jarvis, 1980). A ’good’ a value
is = 2.5m/gram for i.r. obscuration material such as brass flakes, (Bishop,
1992). Values measured for carbonaceous particles include 0.5 m /gram for
charcoal in the wavelength region 8-12pm (Bishop and Lewis, 1982).
For a given material to maximize a requires maximizing ag, which is a matter
of tuning particle size and shape. For products of combustion, such as soot
and carbon cenospheres, the shape is fixed by the physical and chemical
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processes which produce them, and therefore size is the only variable 
which can be altered.
a may be expressed in terms of the extinction cross section A
A .
a = eq. (2.4.-10)
PV
p and V are the density and specific volume of a particle. The extinction 
efficiency Qex  ^ is 
cross section, G :
the ratio of the extinction cross section to the geometric
Qext = eq. (2.4. -11)
and so:
Qsea
Asea
Qabs
A , abs
and Q . = Q + Q ,ext sea abs
and
GQext _ (geometric cross section)(extinction efficiency)a = pV (weight)
The average geometric cross section for a convex particle with random 
orientation is S/4, where S is its surface area, Van de Hulst (1957), so:
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QextS
a = - g p -  eq. (2.4. -13)
Spheres have the same geometric cross section for all orientations, for this 
case :
3Qexta = . eq. (2.4.-14)
4pr
There is a limit to the growth in extinction which may be achieved by reducing
r imposed by the variation of the extinction efficiency. When the sphere size
is large compared with the wavelength, the extinction efficiency,
Qext, approaches a value of 2. This is true for large particles of any shape, 
(Van de Hulst, 1957).
hollow spheres and flakes (ash spheres)
The geometric cross-section to weight ratio can be increased for a sphere 
by removing the core leaving a shell of thickness approaching the skin depth. 
This means that the weight has been reduced while retaining the external
dimensions and optical properties. For a shell of thickness, t,
Qext 
a 4pt
This formula is also applicable to hollow particles of any shape. The 
geometric cross section for a flake is 1/4 S, in this case:
Qexta =
2pt
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So a flake offers twice the mass extinction coefficient of a hollow sphere 
made of the same material. In summary:
a (flake) > a (hollow sphere) > a (solid sphere) 
assuming t «  r. 
foamy structures (carbonaceous cenospheres)
The geometric cross section of a given mass of material may be increased by 
foaming the particle. In the case of a foamed sphere the mass extinction 
coefficient can be shown to be:
a =
3Qext
/■ r 2/34p r f o o
Where:
rQ is the radius of the unpuffed sphere
f is the solids volume fraction of puffed sphere
p the density of the original material
Soot
Soot has a chain like structure, as shown in section 2.1.2. and there is no 
obvious optimum size criterion. However to maximize a the major dimension of 
the soot should be of the same order of magnitude as the i.r. wavelengths of 
interest, between 3 and 15 pm.
2.4.5. Bulk extinction coefficient
Manufacturing particles from a hydrocarbon supply already part of a vehicle, 
such as diesel from a tank fuel supply, has certain advantages as far as 
storage is concerned. In the application of defence systems, space is 
precious; so to compare the extinction performances of aerosols, the use of a
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bulk extinction coefficient, /3, is used as first proposed by Jarvis and 
Kluchert (1977),
where:
f3 = ap'T
3
p' = bulk or packing density (g/cm )
T = dimensionless yield factor (weight of aerosol 
produced from unit weight of weapon filling).
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3. SMOKE GENERATOR
Introduction and objectives
The objectives of building a smoke - generator are summarised below, based on 
the requirements of the Defence Research Agency and the literature reviews in 
chapter 2.
Given the multi-functioning role of the smoke generator and recognising that 
no particular design criteria are available for increasing soot size, other 
than high residence times, the smoke generator was designed to be as flexible 
as possible. This is reported in section 3.1.
The generator commissioning trials are described in section 3.2. Section 3.3. 
outlines the quantitative soot experiments, and cenosphere production from the 
specialised fuel Orimulsion is reported in 3.4.
Objectives - soot production:
(i) produce a reliable, portable soot generator capable of running on 
a variety of fuels ranging from diesel to heavy fuel oils.
(ii) measure the size of soot produced.
(iii) qualitatively measure the obscuration of the soot plume.
(iv) quantitatively measure the obscuration of the soot plume.
(v) investigate the effect of fuel droplet size on soot particle size.
(vi) measure the conversion efficiency of carbon in the fuel to soot.
Objectives - cenosphere production:
(i) attempt to burn Orimulsion in a field environment, and highlight any 
problems for future study.
(ii) collect and examine the cenospheres produced.
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Objectives - buckminsterfullerene:
(i) burn benzene under specific conditions, and collect the soot 
produced for analysis. This work is discussed in chapter 4.
3.1 Smoke Generator Design
The design and construction  o f  the generator was the work of a team of  
researchers from the Fuels and Energy Research Group o f  the U n iversity  of  
Surrey, (FERGUS), over a 6 year period, (Moles e t  al (1985); Moles e t  al (1986) 
and Ashe e t  al (1987)).
As thermal blacks are larger than blacks produced from a sooting flame a two 
stage combustion scheme was adopted so that diesel could be pyrolysed:
HEAT GENERATOR
SMOKE CHAMBER
Air
Diesel
QUENCH
Soot
Water
Figure 3.1 Schematic of proposed smoke generator
Separating the heating section of the generator from the main soot forming 
region would also protect the pilot atomiser from the difficulties of 
sub-stoichiometric combustion, and so contribute to pilot burner stability. 
Carbon deposits resulting from recirculation effects around the ignition spark 
source would also be minimised.
3.1.1. Selection of the heat generator
For a given volume, the energy release from the heat generator should be 
maximised. This will in turn maximise the fuel to be converted to soot, added 
in the second chamber. The design brief specifies that the generator be 
portable, and this rules out complex pre-mixed flame combustion systems - a 
diffusion flame burner is the only practical option.
A non slagging vortex combustor was selected as the heat generator. This is a 
cylindrical vessel with a tangential secondary air inlet, and axial fuel 
injection and flue gas exit. A general review of combustion in swirling flows 
is given by Syred and Beer (1974). Tate (1982) examined the aerodynamic 
complexities of vortex combustors. This choice was made for the following 
reasons:
(i) This combustor has been developed for various applications by FERGUS, 
and considerable user experience and knowledge is available.
(ii) Excellent fuel/air mixing is achieved in a relatively small space,
3
giving approximately 1 Mw/m of heat release.
(iii) The tangential air will promote swirling flow in the second chamber, 
(the smoke chamber, Figure 3.1). This will increase particle residence 
times in this chamber and the opportunity for surface growth of the soot.
(iv) Refractory lining is not necessary with one form of this combustor. This 
could be useful for weight saving if the smoke generator is incorporated 
into another vehicle in some future design.
(v) The simplicity of design ensures relatively inexpensive manufacturing 
costs.
(vi) The vortex combustor is a stable unit which can operate under conditions 
of high turn-down, (better than 10:1).
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3.1.2. Smoke chamber and quench unit
A cylindrical geometry was chosen for the smoke chamber for ease of 
manufacture. The diameter of the smoke chamber was made larger than the vortex 
combustor to accommodate four diesel spray inlet positions. The smoke chamber 
was lined with a refractory blanket, to protect the stainless steel walls and 
also provide re-radiation to the soot being formed.
The exhaust from the smoke chamber needed to be quenched to avoid re-ignition. 
A third cylindrical chamber fitted with pressure jet nozzles for water 
injection comprised the final part of the generator. A drain point was fitted 
to the base of this unit.
Figures 3.2 shows the proposed layout of the generator. The dimensions of this 
intuitive design were defined by the need for the whole assembly including 
a pump, fan and monitoring equipment to fit onto a 14’ car trailer.
The design was assessed using acid/alkali modelling, a technique used for 
measuring flame shape and length. The mixing controlled combustion reaction is 
represented by the neutralisation of acid and alkali. This experimental work 
was carried out by Melahat Tosunoglu, and reported by FERGUS, Moles et al 
(1986). Hawthorne (1939) pioneered this technique in which a jet of sodium 
hydroxide solution coloured with phenopthalein, representing the fuel, is 
discharged into a weak acid, simulating the air.
A 1:2.3 scale perspex model of the generator was constructed. Engineering 
drawings and flow diagrams are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The finished 
assembly is presented in Figure 3.5, and Figure 3.6 shows the model being run.
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Figure 3.2 Proposed generator design
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Figure 3.3 Drawings of acid/alkali model
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The results of the acid/alkali modelling confirmed that good mixing and 
therefore good combustion was being achieved in the vortex combustor. In this 
evaluation no aerodynamic problems were revealed.
3A vortex combustion unit with a working volume of 0. lm was purchased from
F. C. T. Ltd of High Wycombe. The unit has a single tangential air unit, fuel 
via the pilot is injected axially, and a further 4 fuel ports are arranged 
around this central position, Figure 3.7. Engineering drawings are given in 
appendix 8.1.
The vortex chamber was lined with refractory cement to provide flame 
stability.
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3.1.3. Pilot Atomiser
Pressure jet nozzles were selected to atomise the diesel both in the vortex 
combustor and in the smoke chamber, they were also used to atomise water to 
the quench. These were chosen because they are inexpensive, and a large range 
of flows and spray angles are available. They are also easy to replace in case 
of blockage. Stainless steel braided flexible hosing was used for all the 
liquid lines to allow pressure jet atomisers to be examined and changed 
quickly.
To ignite the vortex combustor requires a pilot burner. Figure 3.8 shows a 
diagram of the gas oil pilot burner with the housing and a high-tension (HT) 
spark igniter assembly. Design features include a pressure jet nozzle, swirl 
vanes and spark and earth electrode.
The nature of pressure jet atomisers means that they will only atomise well at
■ |
a given fuel delivery pressure, and this determines the flow of fuel through j 
the nozzle. The flow rate of the atomiser and the spray angle were established | 
during commissioning, as was the flow of primary air passed through the 
swirled vanes.
Primary air 
Inlet:
Spark Ignltor 
aaaembly .
ahiald
Earth
electrode
Nozzle and 
holder
Flame detector 
mounting
Figure 3.8 The pilot atomiser
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The swirl vanes are necessary in this design to stabilise the flame. The 
swirling of the primary air caused by the vanes allows greater mixing between 
the fuel and air and increases recirculation, resulting in a short, stable 
pilot flame.
The HT spark electrode was extended beyond the pressure jet nozzle, and an 
earth electrode was silver soldered to the outside of the burner housing. The 
spark electrode was encased in a ceramic sheath along some of its length, to 
prevent sparking onto the swirl vanes or nozzle assembly. The spark gap 
between the HT and earth electrode was established during commissioning.
3
To produce the design specification of 1 Mw/m requires the use of additional 
nozzles, (2.5 US gallons/hour of diesel in total). Provisions for these were 
made in the vortex chamber front plate, Figure 3.2. The front plate design 
also had to accommodate a twin fluid atomiser required to burn Orimulsion, and 
described in section 3. 4.
A 3 phase fan/pump unit similar to those used in central heating units was 
used to pump fuel and provide the combustion air. (Brown Brothers model 
FP/11042, 3 h.p.).
3.1.4. Burner management system
The burner start up/shut down system is a standard Landis and Gyr burner 
control unit (Type LFM 1.33). The burner management system is housed in a 
panel unit situated adjacent to the pilot scale combustor. The panel consists 
of an illuminated display for the burner control system enabling a visual 
indication of the combustor start up sequence. The burner start up can only be 
initiated once a key switch has been operated enabling power to the control 
unit. To start the combustion control sequence a single reed switch is 
operated. The control unit automatically steps through the following cycle:
i) air flow rate proven (via pressure switch)
ii) air purge cycle
iii) ignition transformer on
iv) pilot gas valve open
v) pilot light proved (via ultra violet flame sensor)
vi) main gas oil valve open
The burner control unit will fail safe if any of these steps fail.
A flow diagram of the assembled smoke generator is shown in Figure 3.11:
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Figure 3.9 Flow diagram of smoke generator
3.1.5. Instrumentation
Gas samples were withdrawn from the vortex chamber via a 1/4" stainless steel 
tube. The gas sample was cooled by passing through a water cooled-heat 
exchanger, a glass wool filter was then used to remove fines prior to water 
removal in a silica gel column. The conditioned sample was then passed to a 
Neotronics Otox 9G electrochemical oxygen meter, and an ADC infrared carbon
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monoxide analyser. Temperatures were measured in the vortex, smoke and quench 
chambers using platinum/rhodium thermocouples. Both the temperatures and gas 
analysis information were data logged to a PC. Fuel flows were monitored using 
rotameters, and the flow of combustion air was measured using a pitot tube 
linked to a Furness Controls micro manometer. Solid samples were recovered 
from the exit of the smoke generator, via a 1/4" stainless steel tube 
connected to a vacuum pump. The solid samples were deposited on to glass 
filter paper.
3.2 Commissioning trials
The vortex combustor was test fired within the Chemical Engineering 
Laboratories at Surrey University. The large scale production of smoke was 
then attempted at an MOD range on Salisbury Plain. Qualitative information on 
the size of soot was obtained by comparison with soot sampled from a wick 
flame. The infrared obscuration of the soot was assessed using a thermal 
imager.
3.2.1. Test firing
It was found that the spark igniter quickly became soaked with diesel when 
positioned too close to the core of the fuel jet. Ideally the sparker should 
be positioned at the boundary of the spray. The spark gap • has to be 
sufficiently small to produce a strong spark, yet large enough to allow 
sufficient fuel and air mixture between the gap to result in successful 
ignition. A gap of 4mm was found to be a satisfactory compromise.
A large range of pressure jet atomisers are available, with differing flow 
rates, spray angles, and spray shapes. After experimentation a 0.25 U.S.
o
gallon/hour (gph) nozzle with an 80 solid spray was found to produce a stable 
pilot flame. With this combination the flame detector functioned efficiently.
3.2.2. Field trial
The objective of this work was to attempt to produce large quantities of black 
smoke and gain some operational familiarity with the smoke generator. A 
thermal imager was available to enable a qualitative assessment of the plume 
to be made as a shield in the infrared. Figure 3.10 shows the layout of the 
trial and related equipment. The smoke generator was arranged so that the 
prevailing wind took the plume over the ’target’ heat source, in this case a
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Land Rover.
The range was available for 5 days, the first two days were spent setting up
and checking the smoke generator for damage during transit. The remaining
three days were spent attempting to produce smoke.
The brittle refractory cement used to line the vortex burner was not damaged
during the journey, and all the ancilliary equipment functioned
satisfactorily.
gas analysis soot sampling
W M w iM m
^ o t' target
20 metres
trailer
Ipp,
external quench
pump, fan & 
control equipment
smoke generator
wind direction
thermal imager
Figure 3.10 Plan layout of field trial equipment
The vortex burner was started up on diesel, Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the 
flame for a variety of fuel flows:
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Figure 3.11 Vortex flame 1.5 U.S. gallons/hour
Figure 3.12 Vortex flame 2.5 U.S. gallons/hour.
The vortex burner was set up with a fuel input of 2.5 gph and the tangential 
air adjusted to give stoichiometric combustion. As this takes place, the 0 
concentration in the exhaust gas began to fall to near zero, and the 
temperature within the system increased. When steady state conditions were 
achieved diesel was introduced into the smoke chamber. The flow of diesel in 
each run was increased, from an initial figure of 2.5 US gallons/hour to 14 US 
gallons/hour.
When diesel was injected into the smoke chamber a quantity of smoke was 
produced which continued to burn on passing through the quench unit, Figure 
3.14. It was observed that the flame from the vortex chamber was tunnelling 
through to the quench, and causing the soot plume to reignite. The effect of 
this tunnelling was that the quench started to glow red hot, Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.14 Reignition of soot through quench.
Figure 3.15 Quench glowing red hot.
The nozzle capacity on the quench was increased from 10 gph to 30 gph, and 
when this measure proved ineffective a water hose was played along the 
exterior of the quench chamber, Figure 3.16. This measures prevented further
reignition problems
Figure 3.16 External quench cooling generator output.
14 runs were then completed, as summarised in Figure 3.17. Fuel flow to the 
vortex was kept constant at 2.5 US gph, while the flow to the smoke generator 
was gradually increased. The generator operated in each of these flow 
conditions for sufficient time for the thermal viewer to examine the soot 
plume and for soot samples to be withdrawn.
Gas analysis measurements were taken for each run until smoke was produced. At 
this point sampling ceased to prevent blockages.
run number
diesel flow to smoke chamberdiesel flow to vortex
Figure 3.17 Summary of field trial combustion runs 
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the generator making soot:
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Figure 3.18 Smoke generator in action, 14gph (run 14)
Figure 3.19 Generator with 12 gph (run 13)
Several minor shutdowns occurred; on one occasion the earth post on the pilot 
burner broke due to a braze failure. On another occasion the pilot pressure 
jet atomiser burnt out and the burner management system automatically shut 
down.
A more serious problem occurred on start up, when the vortex flame habitually 
failed to ignite. The burner and spark electrodes were covered in carbonised 
fuel from the previous run and this affected the performance of the spark 
igniter. The burner assembly had to be stripped down and cleaned between each 
run.
A number of nozzles attached to the smoke chamber blocked due to carbonisation 
of residual fuel. To remedy this problem water was pumped through the nozzles 
not being used to keep them cool and clean. This required some pipe work 
alterations which were carried out at the trial site. These changes are shown 
in Figure 3.9.
3.2.2. Wick burner
A wick burner was used to produce soot from diesel, Figure 3.20. This soot was 
used as a control in evaluating the ability of the generator to produce large 
soot particles. The wick length was adjusted so that the flame started to 
produce soot, and a sample was withdrawn with the same arrangement used on the 
field trial: A
Figure 3.20 Wick burner
3.2.3. Results
Typical data illustrating run number 10 is shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.22:
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The thermal imager film shows that the soot cloud had little if any effect on 
obscuring the heat source. In one experiment, run number 14, very slight 
obscuration occurred, this coincided with a shut down as one of the pressure 
jet nozzles failed.
Soot samples were examined with a scanning electron microscope (sem). It was 
not possible to measure particle size with confidence as the samples were not 
taken isokinetically. A sample of soot from one of the field trials, run 
number 10, was compared with that from the wick flame.
Both soot samples were ultrasonically dispersed in excess alcohol for 5 
minutes to break up agglomerations caused during or after the sampling 
procedure. A small volume of the dispersion was placed on to an sem specimen 
stub and dried. Each sample was then sputter coated with gold and examined 
using an sem. The results show that the soot particles from the generator were 
significantly larger than those from the wick flame, which were more typical 
of soot:
Figure 3.23 Soot particle from field trial
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Figure 3.24 Soot particle from wick burner
3.2.4. Discussion of field trial experiments
(i) Soot size
The primary objective of the field trials was to attempt to produce soot under 
controlled conditions. This was achieved once the reignition problem had been 
resolved.
While the plume of soot had little effect in obscuring infrared radiation as 
judged by the thermal viewer, soot produced from the generator was 
significantly larger than that obtained from a laminar diffusion flame. The 
thermal viewer can only evaluate the total output of the smoke generator, and 
this is heavily dependant on the mass of soot produced. The performance of a 
smoke measured in this way will also be affected by such factors as the wind 
strength and direction, humidity, and strength of target signal. In the field 
trial experiments diesel flow to the smoke chamber was gradually increased, 
but did not reach the maximum achievable throughput. Soot was also lost as 
both the internal and external quenches washed carbon from the plume, this was 
evident in the large deposits of soot around the drain points of the quench 
unit.
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Run number 14 may have had some effect as judged by the thermal viewer. This 
coincided with a shutdown which occurred due to a burn out of the pilot 
atomiser. The burnout may have changed the trajectory of the pilot flame and 
this would explain why the flame detector could no longer see the flame and so 
closed the system down. The effect of the atomiser burnout on the soot is two 
fold: more diesel would be pumped into the smoke generator, and the size of 
the droplets of fuel would be coarser. This second possibility was the subject 
of a further investigation described in section 3.3.
(ii) Hardware
Two difficulties with the hardware were highlighted: the carbonisation of the 
spark igniter, and the flame tunnelling from the vortex to the exit of the 
generator.
It was conjectured that the carbonisation of the HT electrode and ceramic 
shield was due to very pronounced swirling in the pilot atomiser with the 
flame burning almost back to the burner, Figure 3.8. In this case when shut 
down occurs the fuel solenoid valve is shut and the fuel pressure then reduces 
from about lOOpsi to zero very quickly, resulting in larger fuel droplets 
being formed. These droplets are buffeted back and land on to the pilot burner 
assembly. Upon subsequent start-up this fuel is pyrolysed and the HT sparking 
pulse short-circuits across the shield onto the swirl vanes, taking the 
easiest route to earth. No ignition is then achieved and the whole assembly 
has to be stripped down and cleaned.
A number of solutions were proposed:
(i) Installation of a different swirler unit which will reduce recirculation.
(ii) Relocation of the solenoid valve as near to the atomizer as possible,
to reduce burner fouling.
(iii) Switching off the primary air supply to the burner prior to closing the 
fuel flow.
(iv) Covering the HT electrode in such a way as to cause a ’dead space’ to
exist around this electrode. It was hoped that this would prevent fuel
from landing around the electrode area.
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Options (ii), (iii) and (iv) were adopted, and found to work satisfactorily 
on subsequent tests within the University laboratories.
Option (iii) was successful when shut down was deliberate, but when the burner
management system automatically cut off the fuel flow the problem still
occurred. Option (iv) was achieved by covering the sparker with a small quartz
glass cylinder. The distance between the end of the igniter and the earth post 
was made smaller than that between the igniter and the outside of the glass, 
Figure 3.25:
quartz tube
earth electrode
r
ceramic shield
swirler vane 
assem bly
detail from Fioure 3.8
Figure 3.25 Modified pilot atomiser 
The tunneling phenomenon is undesirable for several reasons:
(i) The vortex chamber is not acting as an efficient heat generator in 
this mode.
(ii) The degree of control over the soot forming process is reduced.
(iii) Prior to adequate quenching, a quantity of the soot was being
consumed by the flame which extended several feet from the end of the 
generator.
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(iv) The stability of the pilot burner is threatened as recirculation and 
reradiation to the pilot flame is reduced, this may also effect start up 
reliability.
The acid/alkali model was re-examined to confirm the nature of the problem, 
and attempt to find a solution. In the original modelling work the excess 
’fuel’ from the smoke jets masked evidence of flame tunnelling. To investigate 
the mixing between the vortex flame and the fuel introduced into the smoke 
chamber two indicators were used. Phenolphthalein (red to colourless from 
alkali to acid) was used to simulate the smoke chamber fuel, and 
thymolphthalein (blue to colourless from alkali to acid) was used to simulate 
the vortex chamber fuel. This work is described in appendix 8.2. In summary 
the tunnelling problem became apparent, Figure 3.26:
Figure 3.26 Acid/alkali model with tunnelling problem
It was found that increasing the primary air to the vortex reduced flame 
length, and partially solved the problem for firing at about 0.5Mw/m3. This 
would require over 20% primary aeration, which would not be practical with the 
burner setup described in 3.1.2. Also a loss in performance of 50% would be 
unacceptable.
An alternative solution was proposed where a baffle was placed perpendicular 
to the swirling flow. This ’vortex breaker’ solved the flame tunneling problem 
as far as the acid/alkali modelling was concerned, Figure 3.26b):
Figure 3.26b) Acid/alkali problem solved
A cruciform arrangement was placed at the exit of the smoke chamber along the 
axis of the smoke generator, Figure 3.26c). The cruciform shape was chosen as 
it provided more strength and stability than that of a single sheet.
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Figure 3.26c) Cruciform at outlet to smoke chamber
In this case the vortex and smoke generator flows would be well mixed, however 
the flame from the vortex would travel into the smoke chamber. The physical 
modelling indicates that flame tunnelling will be greatly reduced.
When smoke is being produced excess hydrocarbons will leave the generator and 
these will burn provided the temperature of the plume is high enough, even if 
no tunnelling occurs. There is still the need for the quench. The cruciform 
prevents tunneling and therefore reduces the risk of reignition. Based on the 
acid/alkali photographs the cruciform baffle also increases the used volume of 
the smoke and vortex chambers.
The cruciform baffle was tested on the vortex chamber of the smoke chamber at 
the University of Surrey. The flame remained within the vortex chamber at 
flows to the burner of 4.5 US gph of diesel. This represents an increase in
3 3heat release from IMw/m to 1.7Mw/m .
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3.3. Sphere Trials.
The field trials did not give quantitative information on the soot produced 
from the smoke generator, these measurements should be made before altering 
the generator design. The objectives of the sphere trial were to determine the 
effect of fuel droplet size on soot size, and the specific obscuration of the 
soot formed. The problems of taking such measurements from a swirling flow 
were overcome by passing the entire generator output into a spherical chamber.
This chamber and associated equipment, which was available for 5 days, is 
described in 3.3.1. The experimental method and results are given in 3.3.2. 
The processing of data and sphere clean up necessary after each run limited 
the number of experiments to one per day.
3.3.1. Sphere chamber and equipment
The chamber used for the measurement of soot particle size and obscuration is 
a 7 metre diameter spherical steel vessel. In the I960’s this was used to 
examine shrapnel from devices exploded within the chamber.
The sphere is housed within a large brick structure to help maintain running 
temperatures, and so access is limited. An 8 inch flexible stainless steel 
hose was used to connect the prototype to the sphere. The access manhole to }■ 
the sphere was replaced with a 1/4 inch thick mild steel plate supporting a 
flange attachment to the flexible hosing.
An SR 1000 infrared spectral radiometer by C. I. Ltd. was used to obtain 
fractional transmission in the wavelength region 2.6 to 14.5 fim, using a 
variable wavelength filter wheel, and a Pyrox source. The results are 
presented as a plot of extinction, a ,  and transmittance, t , as a function of 
wavelength. Andersen Impactors, which rely on aerodynamic separation, were 
used to measure soot size, with a smallest size fraction of 0 - 0.4/im.
A metered flow of the aerosol in the chamber was drawn through vacuum lines to 
filters to measure soot concentration within the sphere. Three internal 
recirculation fans helped to create a homogeneous aerosol. Power points were 
available within the sphere building, and water for the external quench was 
tapped from a nearby stand-pipe. Photography was prohibited within the 
vicinity of the sphere.
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Schematically, the assembly is shown in Figure 3.27:
Malvern size analyser
scale: 1 metre
Anderson impactorsf2?
— recirculation fans
r— 1R radiometerIR source —
quench
T-,
L m ass concentration filters Mlinstrument support
Figure 3.27 Schematic of the sphere chamber
A Malvern Instruments STI800 Analyzer was also fitted to the chamber, this was 
used to measure the droplet size of diesel in the fuel spray, described in 
section 3.3.2. a). The Malvern was not used to measure soot size as it is 
unable to deal with particles below 1pm.
Early on in  th is  work i t  had been a n tic ip a ted  that a stand alone p a r t i c l e  s i z e  
measurement instrument would be required. A novel e l e c t r o s ta t i c  p r e c ip i ta to r  
su i ta b le  fo r  sampling soot was designed and b u i l t .  Development o f  th i s  device  
was ha lted  once the range o f  instruments w ith in  the sphere became apparent. 
This work i s  reported in  appendix 8. 2.
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3.3.2. Calibration of fuel spray
To investigate the effect of fuel droplet size on soot size, the fuel pressure 
to the diesel atomiser in the smoke chamber was varied - lower pressures 
result in coarser droplet sizes.
The Malvern analyser was used to determine the relationship between fuel 
pressure and drop size for a pressure jet atomiser. Pipe work was arranged so 
that fuel could be pumped into the sphere and atomised through the path of the 
analyser, Figure 3.28:
The pressure was varied and the size data recorded. The pressure was monitored 
immediately upstream of the nozzle, and the fuel flow measured using a 
rotameter. For each set of conditions the spray was scanned and the Sauter
detector
P
diesel pressure iet nozzle I
He-Ne laser source
Figure 3.28 Droplet size measurement
Mean Diameter (SMD) calculated. The temperature of the fuel was 5 c for the 
duration of the experiment. The results are shown in Figure 3.29:
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Run No. Nozzle Type Fuel Pressure Fuel Flow S.M.D.
(US gph) (psi) (US gph) (micron)
1 110 0.9 55.00
2 1 90 0.8 75.93
3 1 70 0.6 89. 00
4 1 50 0.5 82.10
5 30 0.3 120.43
6 1 130 1.1 85. 02
7 2 130 2.0 73.49
8 2 110 1.9 79.43
9 2 90 1.7 84.11
10 2 70 1.35 88.00
11 2 50 1. 1 103.02
12 2 30 0.7 120.18
13 3 130 3.1 76.49
14 3 110 2.8 83. 11
15 3 90 2.5 87.41
16 3 70 1.7 96.43
17 3 50 1.5 101.23
18 3 30 0.9 126.00
19 3 20 0.4 136.42
Figure 3.29 Droplet size measurement of fuel spray
Flack e t  a1 (1969), showed that the Sauter mean diameter for different
atomizer sizes and pressures satisfies the following equation based on visual 
inspection of photographs:
S.M.D. = 335 P-0 -348 F0 -209 U °'215 eqn. (3.1 )
where:
2
P = pressure drop across the atomizer (lb/in ) 
F = flow number of the atomizer (Q/VP) 
v = Kinematic viscosity of the fuel (CS)
Q = the fuel flow, (US gal/hr. )
SMD = Sauter mean diameter (fim)
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At a constant temperature of 5 c with diesel the expression simplifies to: 
CXyTFl — CO? OO 348 *-,0* 209SMD = 537.29 P F eqn. (3.2)
Figure 3.30 is a plot of the measured droplet size and calculated droplet 
size based on equation 3 . 2 :
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Figure 3.30 Experimental vs predicted droplet sizes
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3.3.3. Soot generation
Five combustion conditions were evaluated corresponding to five different fuel 
spray droplet sizes. In each case the fuel flow was kept nearly constant by 
using different combinations of pressure jet atomisers to the four injection 
positions of the smoke chamber. This step was taken to remove species 
concentration as an influence on soot size.
The flows and injection positions are summarised in Figure 3.31:
Position: 1 2 3 4
Experiment flow flow flow flow fuel pressure total flow
1 3.1 0 0 0 130 3.1
2 2.5 0 0.8 0 90 3.3
3 1.7 1.35 0 0 70 3.05
4 1.5 1.1 0.5 0 50 3.1
5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.3 30 3
(psi) (US gph)
primary air secondary air
POSITION 1
POSITION 3
atomisers to vortex 
chamber (4) —
viewing ports
pilot atomiser
POSITION 4POSITION 2
atomisers to smoke 
chamber f4)
Figure 3.31 Summary of sphere trial combustion flows
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Soot formed was initially passed through damper ’A’, to atmosphere (Figure 
3.27). When equilibrium conditions were reached, damper B was opened and A 
shut, soot then entered the sphere chamber for a measured time. The
3concentration of soot in the sphere was kept to below 0.3g/m for obscuration 
measurement. Once sufficient soot had entered the sphere, damper A was opened 
and B closed.
For these experiments cooling water was directed onto the exterior of the 
quench to prevent reignition within the chamber. The temperature in the flue 
and sphere were monitored.
The mass concentration of soot present in the chamber was measured for each 
run by drawing a known volume of air through glass fibre filters. The soot 
contained within this volume was then deposited on the filter. Whatman filters 
type GF/D were used as they provided a suitable compromise between retaining 
small particles yet still permitting a sufficient air flow to capture large
particles. Four filters were fitted in the chamber. Three of the positions
were across the diameter of the sphere and the fourth was about 1.5 metres
above the base. The time that damper B was open for was noted, so that the
quantity of soot within the sphere could be related to the diesel flow to the 
smoke chamber.
A constant air sample flow rate of 1 cubic foot per minute was drawn through 
the Andersen Impactor. To collect sized particles, preweighed conditioned 
collection filters were placed on each stage of the sampler. When the vacuum 
was switched on particulates entrained in the air stream were inertially 
impacted onto the collection plate filters.
The mass of particulate collected on the filters in each stage of the sampler 
was determined after conditioning and the net particulate accumulation 
determined. The resulting data was plotted on log-probability paper to 
determine the mass mean particle size.
The transmissivity of the aerosol was measured by M.O.D. staff using the 
spectrometer. Scans were performed before and after smoke had entered the 
sphere to remove any background effects.
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3.3.4. Results
Mass extinction and transmissivity are plotted as a function of wavelength. A 
typical plot is shown in Figure 3.32:
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Figure 3.32 Mass extinction of soot (Run 1)
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Figure 3.33 is a summary of the average particle size data measured by the 
Andersen Impactors, and average a values for the 5 runs over the wavelength 
interval 2.5- 12.5 pm:
run number
alpha
(m2/gram)
soot size 
(microns)
droplet size 
(microns)
carbon conversion 
(%)
1 1.15 1.5 80 75
2 1.15 1.35 83 82
3 1.3 1.45 92 83
4 1.38 1.6 95 87
5 1.36 1.5 123 78
Figure 3.33 Summary of experimental data for sphere trial 
Typical temperature and gas analysis data are given in Figures 3.34 and 3 .3 5:
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Figure 3.35 Gas analysis history
3.3.5. Discussion of smoke generator experiments 
smoke generator performance
The mass extinction coefficients determined in the sphere trial work are low 
compared with other i.r. obscurants (a = 2.5 m /gram for brass flakes Bishop 
1992), but typical of other carbonaceous materials. These relatively low 
values might explain the poor performance of the smoke generator during the 
field trials. A simplified scenario is shown in Figure 3.36:
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(component of wind)
Figure 3.36 Plan view of field trial
Modifying Beer’s Law (equation 2.2.-7), the following expression may be 
derived:
t  -  exp (-am/xr) eqn. (3.3)
where:
m = mass flow of soot 
x = distance from generator 
r = cloud expansion
For field trial run number 14, With a = 1.5 m2/g, diesel flow to smoke
generator = 14 US gph, assuming a cloud expansion (r) = Im/second, the
transmissivity (t ) is 0.43.
A t value of less than 0.05 is desirable for effective obscuration (Evans and 
Jarvis, 1980), which would require a flow of at least 50 US gph to the smoke
chamber. Figure 3.37 demonstrates the effect of larger a values:
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Figure 3.37 Relationship between a ,  t , and smoke rate 
soot size & production
The soot size is of the order of 1pm confirming the field trial work. An 
appreciable soot size increase had been achieved compared with soot produced 
from conventional flames. If the size of the soot could be made larger so that 
it approached 2 - 10pm then the scattering component of obscuration would be 
increased. If an a value of 2.0 could be achieved then for t=0.01 24% less 
fuel would be required. Figure 3.31 shows that a values are high for low 
wavelength and fall off when X > 2.5 pm. This suggests that the scattering 
mechanism is important.
There was no discernible effect of soot size with variations in fuel droplet 
size. It had been hoped that the droplet size would have some influence on 
soot formation as would be the case from a flame with excess oxygen.
The efficiency of conversion of carbon from diesel injected into the smoke 
chamber to soot was measured between 75 - 85%. Carbon black furnaces have 
conversion efficiencies approaching 90%. This smoke generator conversion 
figure makes no allowance for hydrocarbons adsorbed on to the surface of the 
soot.
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In work using air assisted atomisation, an increase in droplet size increased 
the quantity of soot produced for a given set of conditions, (Kowalik e t  al 
1981). The effect of increasing atomisation air in such a system is twofold: 
the size of the droplets becomes smaller and the quantity of air within the 
central fuel spray is increased. The sphere trial work suggests that it is the 
presence of the air within the fuel spray as opposed to the size of the fuel 
droplets which determines the sooting propensity of twin fluid 
atomiser.
vortex breaker
The cruciform baffle generator prevented flame tunnelling and increased the
3 3maximum heat release from a vortex combustor from 1 Mw/m to 1.7 Mw/m . This
device could be of use in other combustion applications where high heat
release and good burnout are required.
3.3.6 . Future work 
smoke production
Future investigations should focus on attempting to increase the size of the 
soot. This might be achieved with larger diesel flow rates to the smoke 
chamber. This will increase the concentration of soot precursors and so
contribute to the mechanism of surface growth. As part of this study, the 
throughput limitations of the smoke generator should be determined. Regardless 
of whether the a values are increased, a larger mass output will improve the 
screening quality of the smoke generator plume. It should be possible to use 
the sphere for high smoke rates by balancing flues A and B, Figure 3.26.
The position of diesel injection should be varied, and the effect of soot size 
examined. Two injection positions are proposed. Injecting from the front 
burner plate would increase the residence time of the soot in the smoke 
generator. Provided this did not cause the pilot atomiser to suffer, this
would greatly simplify the design.
’Back injecting’ the diesel into the smoke generator would also increase 
residence time. This could take advantage of the aerodynamics of the vortex, 
where centre line pressure reduces with distance from the front burner plate 
due to viscous dissipation of the swirling flow (Hottel and Person 1953):
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Figure 3.38 Back injection into diesel
It might be convenient in this case to attach the atomiser for the 
production of smoke to the cruciform baffle. The injected fuel spray could be 
very coarse with a fine spray angle, not unlike the action of a water pistol. 
The fuel would first travel into the heart of the reactor as a consequence of 
the vortex aerodynamics, until at some point the pyrolysed fuel reverses flow 
direction and leaves the generator with the flue gases. The pyrolysed product 
may travel into the heat generator, however impingement onto the flame is
unlikely to occur, as a fully developed vortex is not established at the front
of a vortex chamber. Back firing will increase residence time of the pyrolysed
diesel, and with the change in flow direction mixing between soot products
will be enhanced.
Such back firing might cause materials problems for the smoke nozzle, but the 
rear of the reactor will be the coolest part of the smoke generator, and 
radiation from the flame should be reduced by the body of soot being formed.
Modern computational fluid dynamics modelling of the smoke generator system 
would be a valuable tool in exploring proposed designs. Unless this work is 
undertaken progress towards producing an improved design can only be made by 
costly experimentation guided by intuition.
The hot soot particles leaving the smoke generator will have some benefit as
thermal clutter. This is worthy of further investigation.
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vortex breaker
The value of the cruciform baffle should be investigated in the wider context 
of incineration. Anecdotal reports suggest that the problem of flame tunneling 
with vortex combustors may be causing a problem with a process heater in 
Thailand.
The longevity of such a device should be investigated. The cruciform 
would probably not be suitable with fuels with a high ash content due to slag 
build up on the baffle.
atomisers
The pressure jet atomisers were adequate for the work performed. However, they 
were prone to blockage and other failures. The twin fluid atomiser described 
in section 3.4 has the advantage that a very wide flow range may be applied 
without loss in atomiser quality. It is proposed that this type of atomiser be 
used in future soot generation work.
Applications to a practical design
In this initial attempt to produce a smoke generator, water was used for 
quenching. In a practical device surplus fuel injected into the tail of the 
device would serve the same purpose, and create less difficulties from a 
logistics view point. The by-product of this quenching would be evaporated 
diesel fog, which mixed with the soot would result in a grey coloured smoke.
It could be possible to use the exhaust fumes from a vehicle to produce soot.
3.4. Orimulsion experiments
The smoke generator was modified to burn orimulsion. The objective of this 
work was to produce and examine cenospheres produced from the incomplete 
combustion of this fuel.
3.4.1. Smoke generator modifications
A low shear pump was specified to ensure that the orimulsion did not break up. 
A Roban double diaphragm pump powered by compressed air was selected. Pressure
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jet atomisers are not suitable for use with orimulsion, in addition to poor 
atomisation slag deposits tend to build up on the burner tip (Hall, 1992). A 
twin fluid atomiser was selected, with compressed air as the secondary fluid, 
Figure 3.39:
Nr* J
Oil
—  Steam or Air
Figure 3.39 Twin fluid atomiser.
This atomiser replaced one of the auxiliary fuel ports on the front plate of 
the vortex can, (position 3 Figure 3.31).
For pumping and atomisation purposes, Orimulsion should be warmed to 
approximately 50°C. Rapid or localised heating can cause the fuel to 
breakdown. To avoid these problems an electrically heated water bath was 
constructed and used Figure 3.40:
immersion
heater
Temperature
0.7 m Water bath
Orimulsion
M---------------  0.6 m  :-M
Figure 3.40 Orimulsion heating container.
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3.4.2. Experiments and results
The modified smoke generator was started up in the manner described in 3.1.4. 
using diesel as the pilot fuel. The water bath was filled with fuel and 
water, and the immersion heater switched on. When the temperatures had 
stabilised in the smoke generator, and the Orimulsion had reached 42°c, 
compressed air was switched on to the twin fluid atomiser, and Orimulsion was 
introduced into the smoke generator. The air was adjusted to ensure good
combustion, with about 2% back end oxygen.
The fuel to the primary burner was reduced until it was apparent that the 
Orimulsion could burn without support fuel, giving a stable, bright orange 
flame. At this point the tangential air was gradually reduced, until 
particulates were seen leaving the generator. A thick plume of black smoke was
developed, and samples were removed from this using glass wool. This crude
method of particle sampling is justified on the basis that the size of the 
cenospheres produced from Orimulsion should be similar. The flow of orimulsion 
was kept at approximately 1 US gph.
The samples were treated in the same way as for the soot: ultrasonically
dispersed in alcohol, placed onto electron microscope stubs and sputter coated 
with gold. Figure 3.41 show some cenospheres obtained:
Figure 3.41 Orimulsion cenospheres
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Figure 3.42 Orimulsion cenospheres
Figure 3.43 Orimulsion cenospheres
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3.4.3. Discussions and conclusions
The Orimulsion was easily ignited, and could burn without support fuel. Time
limitations on the range prevented allowing the fuel to reach the ideal
preheat of 50 °c, but at 42°c the fuel pumped and atomised well. In fact no
problems with the handling or processing of this fuel were encountered.
The electron microscope photographs show that the cenospheres were in the 
size range 3 to 20 pm.
3.4.4. Further work
More quantified experiments are now required. Based on the sphere experiments 
these should seek to obtain the mass extinction coefficient of cenospheres 
produced from Orimulsion. This could be accomplished by attaching the smoke 
generator to the sphere as described in section 3.3. Alternatively a quantity 
of cenospheres could- be prepared in advance and injected into the sphere
chamber.
Consideration should be given to the production of a cocktail of heavy fuel 
oil emulsions, such that on pyrolysis an aerosol of cenospheres of precisely 
the right particle size distribution would result. This work would require 
information on what is actually considered the ideal particle size 
distribution for cenospheres, and so should be complemented with some 
mathematical modelling studies.
For orimulsion and other fuel cocktails the maximum throughput for this smoke 
generator should be determined.
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4 FULLERENE.
Chapter 4 Commercial in confidence
Introduction.
At the moment the small scale production and separation of fullerene using the
Kratschmer method leads to prohibitive costs for all but the most prestigious
scientific investigations, - for obscuration purposes many kilograms would be 
needed. The purpose of our experiments is to investigate the production and 
occurrence of fullerene and the possibilities for future large scale 
production. The range of experiments attempted in this chapter are justified 
on the basis that fullerene is a new research topic and at the time of writing 
there is no published information on these simple approaches. Also the high 
market price of Cgo provides inducements to find alternative synthesis routes.
The experimental investigations are divided into three areas; the occurrence 
of fullerene in some existing carbon stocks (4.1.), the production of 
fullerene from combustion (4.2.) and the production of fullerene from a 
modified soot structure (4.3.j.
4.1. The examination of carbon black and certain coals:
Experimental method and results.
As C can be made from graphite, it is possible that it already exists in 
60
some hitherto untapped source. This section examines two abundant materials 
for the presence of C : carbon black and various pulverised coals.
The most straight forward test for the existence of fullerene involves 
extraction using an aromatic solvent such as toluene, the fullerenes dissolve 
in the solvent to produce a characteristic red colour (Kratschmer 1990). This 
technique was used throughout our experimental investigation and is referred 
to as the solvent extraction test. The available finely ground coals and 
blacks used in this search are shown in Table 4.1. For each of these materials 
5 gram samples were placed in a soxhlet thimble and extracted with toluene for 
30 minutes.
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Kirby 
Ollerton 
Lea Hall 
Rugeley 
Bolsover 
Thurcroft 
Mary Port 
Askern 
Hem Heath 
Grimethorpe
coals
Petrol engine soot 
Diesel engine soot 
Cabot Carbon black 
(Elftex 415)
blacks
Table 4.1 Carbon types examined.
All samples were treated using the solvent extraction test, no discernible 
colour was observed, apart from a dark yellow colour produced from the petrol 
engine soot. The mass spectra of this soot extract is shown in Figure 4.1, 
showing no peak at 720:
IBB. 149
ik
939
Figure 4. 1 Mass spectra of soot sample
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4.2. Partial combustion of hydrocarbon fuels:
Experimental method and results.
The attempted formation of fullerene from the incomplete combustion of benzene 
(4.2.1.) and by the small scale combustion of a mixture of benzene and 
cyclopentane (4.2.2.) are described.
4.2.1. The combustion of benzene.
The smoke generator described in chapter 3 was used to produce soot from the 
incomplete combustion of benzene. The fuel flow was kept constant at lOkg/hour 
through the twin fluid atomiser, and the tangential air flow adjusted to give 
a C/0 level of around 1. This C/0 level was used as previous experiments 
suggested that this was an optimum for production purposes, Howard et al
(1991). The fuel and air flow rates were monitored using the instrumentation
described in chapter 3. The hot exhaust gases were quenched using a water
spray. The action of the water helped in the soot collection process, which
was achieved using a pad of glass wool, Figure 4.2. In this way 5Kg of benzene 
was processed in 1/2 hour. Cooled exhaust gases were passed through an 
activated carbon filter to remove unconsumed hydrocarbons.
flue oases
combustion air
benzene
-+ L
vortex chamber
gas analysis
activated carbon filter 
T
olass wool filter
Figure 4.2 Schematic of modified soot generator
After burning the fuel the filter pad was dried to constant weight so that the 
total soot mass collected could be determined. No reliable yield figure could 
be taken as the collection filter was not very efficient and soot was found 
deposited along the length of the flue. 75 grams of soot were collected, and 
extracted with toluene in a degreasing apparatus, Figure 4.3:
c o o l in g  w a te r  
circuit
toluene bath
V  • :  J
T
heat
Figure 4.3 Solvent extraction apparatus
The bulk soot and solvent extractable matter were filtered in a Buckner 
funnel. Fine soot particulates still in suspension were allowed to 
settle over night. The resultant liquid had a dark red colour:
Figure 4.4 Red extract.
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On evaporating an aliquot of the solution a yellow/brown residue was formed, 
this is consistent with the behaviour of C , Curl and Smalley (1991). When 
the solution is viewed under an optical microscope small crystal structures 
can be seen to emerge as the solvent evaporates off; crystalline structures 
were observed from the red liquor obtained from this experiment. Mass 
spectrometry was performed for this sample and a control sample of C 
prepared by the Kratschmer method obtained from Aldridge Chemicals Ltd. This 
information is presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6:
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This mass spectrum shows a peak at 720, this is the molecular weight of C60. 
(60 * 12 = 720)
Figure 4.5 Mass spectra for suspect sample
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This spectrum shows a peak at 720 and 840. 
and C70.
This indicates the presence of C60
Figure 4.6 Mass spectra for certified sample
When the solution was cooled in a freezing solution a cloud of black particles 
precipitated out of solution.
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4.2.2. The combustion of benzene and cyclopentane
It appears that the nature of the fuel has an effect on the formation and 
quantity of fullerene produced in a flame, (Gerhardt et al 1988). The C
60
structure consists of 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons. A simple experiment was
devised in which a fuel was produced containing hexagons (benzene) and
pentagons (cyclopentane) in the molar ratio corresponding to the C : C ratio
5 6
in the fullerene. It was decided not to use the vortex smoke generator due to 
environmental concerns, but instead revert to a much smaller scale apparatus: 
a sooting wick diffusion flame. No control of air/fuel was possible with this 
arrangement Figure 4.7:
Figure 4. 7 Wick burner.
The fuel consumption was monitored by weighing the wick burner before and 
after the combustion run, it was found to be approximately lOgrams/hour. The 
soot was collected by impaction onto a water cooled copper plate.
About 4.2 grams of soot were scraped off the copper plate and subjected to the 
solvent extraction procedure, a dark brown colouration emerged. The extract 
was presented for mass spectrometry and the results are shown in Figure 4.8. 
The same procedure was followed for benzene alone, and the corresponding mass 
spectrometer data is given in Figure 4.9:
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Figure 4.8 Mass spectra of soot extract from 
the partial combustion of benzene and eye1opentane
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Figure 4.9 Mass spectra of soot extract 
from the partial combustion of benzene alone.
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4.3. The intercalation of soot:
Experimental method and results.
If fullerene occurs within soot as suggested by the work of Ijima (1987), 
Figure 2.26, then concentric graphitic layers will hide the fullerene from 
mass spectroscopy techniques. For the same reason solvent extraction will not 
remove fullerene from within the soot structure. None of the published work to 
date has examined the internal structure of soot to obtain fullerenes.
Soot may be broken open using the technique of Hummers et al (1957), this 
procedure is used as part of a quality control test in the carbon black 
industry. Once the soot has been broken open solvent extraction methods might 
reveal the existence of any occluded fullerene.
Around 25 grams of diesel soot recovered from the smoke generator, chapter 3, 
were treated with a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid, sodium nitrate and 
potassium permangernate, under which conditions the graphitic layers of the 
soot are converted to graphitic oxide. The recipe for this procedure is given 
in appendix 8.3 taken from the patent of Hummers (1957). On warming the 
modified soot cracking noises can be heard as the structure begins to break 
open.
The solvent extraction test was performed on the treated soot and a similar
quantity of untreated control material. The solvent extract from the two
samples produced identical dark brown colours. Surface associated hydrocarbons
were interacting with the solvent and masking the appearance, if any, of
fullerene. Both extracts were examined by mass spectroscopy and the results,
Figures 4.10 and 4. 11 indicate the presence of C for the treated sample:
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Figure 4.10 Mass spectra of extract from untreated soot.
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Figure 4.11 Mass spectra of treated diesel soot.
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4.4. Discussion and conclusions.
4.4.1. Soxhlet extraction of coals and carbon blacks.
The lack of any fullerenes associated with the surface of such common 
materials as carbon black and coals is disappointing from a production 
perspective. After this work was completed it was learnt that other workers 
have also examined various coals for fullerene without success, (Langley, 
1993), this work has not been published. Recently, evidence of fullerenes has 
been observed in rock samples from Russia, (Amato, 1992).
4. 4. 2. Combustion products
Figure 4.5 is intriguing because of the absence of C » which is normally
associated with the formation of C . The advantage of the vortex method, if
60
confirmed, over other manufacturing techniques is that it is performed at 
atmospheric pressure with air. The implications for scale up for commercial 
production are attractive, being less expensive than either the graphite 
vaporisation method of Kratschmer or the combustion method of Howard. It is 
possible that a low pressure region is created in the centre of the vortex 
burner due to the spinning of the reactants, and that this plays a role in the 
formation of the fullerenes.
It is surprising that there is no record in the literature of attempted 
fullerene production from a simple diffusion flame at atmospheric pressure 
using air. One explanation may be that the workers who have so far examined 
fullerene from flames have used their existing apparatus which are designed 
for the study of particulate and radical formation in flames. These 
experiments require low-pressure flat-flame burners and well defined 
combustion atmospheres.
Comparing Figures 4.9 with 4.10 indicates that the addition of cyclopentane to 
the benzene has a beneficial impact on the production of fullerene. These mass 
spectra are not quantitative but merely show the presence of Cgo in the sample 
analysed. This fuel modification could enhance the Cgo yield from a fullerene 
producing combustion system.
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4.4.3. Soot intercalation.
Figure 4.11 indicate that fullerene has been released from within the soot 
structure. The soot used was taken from a rich diffusion flame and the most 
abundant species in the mass spectra are combustion products, such as 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, (PAH).
This is the first record of fullerene being produced from the combustion
products of diesel. This result provides evidence that the fullerene is
produced early in the soot forming process. This could explain Figure 2.25.
where the rapid drop in C could be due to the species being covered with PAH
60
and acetylenes, which are considered to be the species responsible for surface 
growth - the major contribution to the mass of a soot particle. The mass 
spectroscopy methods employed by Gerhardt would fail to identify the fullerene 
once covered due to surface growth:
The intercalation experiment offers support for the notion that CgQ and other 
members of the fullerene family could be nucleating sites for the formation of 
soot. The evidence in favour of this radical proposal, first made by Zhang et 
al (1986), is electron micrographs of soot, (Ijima (1986) Figure 2.26), and 
this first intercalation extract analysis. According to the literature, the 
nucleating sites are formed only at the beginning of the flame and from that 
moment soot evolves by the process of surface growth, Prado (1981), and Harris 
and Weiner (1984). Despite the efforts of many researchers the initial
n
12 16 20 2t 28 32 36
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Figure 2.25 Gerhardt et al (1988)
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particle nucleation is not understood, and no alternative species have been 
suggested to fulfill this role. This could explain why the soot building
blocks are spherical: subsequent layers mimicking the original template.
Gerhardt argues that fullerenes are probably formed from small soot particles,
because fullerenes are never observed in non sooting flames in his
experiments, but only simultaneously with the appearance of soot. Defending
the working hypothesis that C is a nucleating site for soot growth, a
60
question worth asking in response to Gerhardt is ’why does soot not form below 
a critical carbon to oxygen ratio in premixed flames?’, (Figure 2.17). If it 
is because there are no nucleation sites and fullerenes, Cgo in particular, 
are these first locations for surface growth then it would be expected that as 
soon as fullerene occurs soot also precipitates from the combustion system. 
Also if soot is the active site from which fullerenes are formed then one
would expect to see more fullerene produced from richer flames, this is not 
found to be the case, Howard et al (1991).
Howard observed in premixed flames that fullerene formation is favoured by
high temperatures and low pressures where the same conditions would decrease
the formation of soot, and that less fullerene is observed in heavily sooting
flames. (Howard examined surface associated fullerenes, and did not consider
trapped species). These observations are consistent with the C soot
60
nucleation theory:
Higher temperatures in a premixed system increases the rate of oxidation 
relative to the rate of reactions to produce soot which remain relatively
stable Wagner (1981). The mass loading of soot leaving a particular flame is
therefore reduced as temperature increases. At the beginning of the flame a 
similar quantity of precursors including fullerenes would be produced as the 
fuel breaks down regardless of temperature. At higher temperatures more of the 
surface growth species would be oxidised, so less fullerene would be covered 
and so survive the flame for analysis. This effect would be enhanced by 
fullerenes being released as smaller soot particles are also oxidised. (CoO
would probably not be prone to oxidation, it has shown itself to be remarkably 
stable Curl and Smalley (1991).) Indeed to survive the Kratschmer process with 
temperatures in excess of 8000°c it would have to be.
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Nucleation and growth are spatially well separated in a flame, (Prado and 
Lahaye, 1975), richer flame conditions would result in more surface growth and 
therefore more effective fullerene coverage.
In summary fullerenes and C in particular may act as a nucleating site for
60
soot, and the intercalation experiment lends weight to this argument, however 
the case is not proven.
The intercalation and subsequent extraction of soot might be the starting 
point for a cold process for producing fullerene. (Carbon black is defined as 
a hydrocarbon and is as much a legitimate starting ingredient as any reagent.)
It is interesting to reflect that Jones (1967) dreamed up the hollow carbon 
molecule as a means of spanning the density difference between solids and 
liquids on the one hand and gases on the other. The rapid phase changes 
mentioned at the beginning of section 2.2.2. which occur in soot formation may 
result, in nature bridging the gap.
In the two years following the discovery of Kratschmer (1990) there has been 
over 1,500 research papers on the subject of fullerene. In 1992 the U.S. 
patent office received more inquiries and applications related to fullerene 
than all other patents combined, Ebbeson (1993). If the explanation of soot 
nucleation described here and supported by the intercalation result is 
confirmed then ironically the most valuable function that fullerene might 
offer would be in not forming at all.
4.5 Suggested further work:
4.5.1. General
All the experimental work in this chapter should be repeated for verification 
of the results, and the flame products subject to a quantitative assay such as 
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The optimisation of these 
combustion processes should be determined in terms of yield and C *.-C ratio.
4.5.2. Combustion experiments
A range of fuel cocktails such as cylopentane/benzene should be evaluated in 
the vortex experiment to optimise the atmospheric pressure/air production of
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fullerenes. This work should include burning a fullerite solution.
4.5.3. Soot intercalation
The method of intercalation employed may have some negative effects on the 
fullerene structure, the concentrated acids could be reacting to produce
fullerene derivatives. Also the intercalation would almost certainly fail to 
open up the complete soot structure due to the uneven graphitic interplanar 
spacing in soots. It is therefore likely that improvements in the treatment of 
the soot structure would . result in more fullerene being extracted. Further 
work should consider this problem and perform the intercalation on a wider 
range of carbon blacks and other carbonaceous flame products. One suitable 
candidate might be graphitised soot, in this case the interplanar gaps would 
be well defined making the intercalation more effective, and impurities in the 
soot would be removed during the graphitisation process.
The use of Bromine as an intercalating reagent might be worth investigating, 
since it will break open graphite, Robert et al (1973), and may have a similar 
effect on soot, (if not then graphitised soot could be used as suggested 
above). Neat bromine also reacts with C to form a derivative C Br , Taylor
60 60 24 J
(1993). This is soluble in aromatic solvents, and the bromine can be removed
from C6QBr by gentle heating to leave pure C . If successful this would be
a rather simple process to obtain C .
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Since w rit in g  th i s  chapter, a sample of the vortex  derived soot ex trac t  has
been sub jec t to  HPLC analysis . The chromatogram below shows the presence of
C6o' No C7o was d e te c te d > confirming the mass spectra  r e s u l t s  shown in Figure
4.5.
solvent
C60
Time
HPLC chromatogram of soot ex tra c t  from vortex  combustor
The following page shows solutions of C (magenta) and C (orange).
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5. ASH SPHERES FORMED DURING COAL COMBUSTION
Hollow spherical ash particles may offer solutions for infrared obscuration, 
possible applications and usages in defence being discussed in chapter 6.
The final consequence of the combustion of many solids is the formation of 
glassy material, often in the form of spheres, McCrone e t  al (1967). In the 
case of pulverised coal, commonly referred to as particulate fuel (p.f), this 
is complicated by the nature of the mineral matter/ash, and the interaction it 
has with the surrounding carbon matrix. Fly ash from p.f. combustion contains 
two distinct types of hollow spherical particle: "cenospheres" and
"plerospheres". The objective of this chapter is to explore the formation of 
these spheres, and attempt to clear up some of the uncertainty surrounding 
their occurrence.
The formation and type of ash sphere may be strongly influenced by the nature 
of the parent fuel. To test this hypothesis two fuels with very different 
combustion behaviours during devolatilisation were burned in a drop tube 
furnace. Samples withdrawn from the flame and in the residual fly ash were 
examined using scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray 
analysis. On the basis of this work a schematic mechanism which squares with 
other experimental observations, e.g. Field e t  al (1967) Street (1969), and 
Sarofim e t  al (1977) is proposed and summarized in Figure 5.49.
5.1. Cenospheres
Ash cenospheres are hollow, thin walled spheres of ash consisting primarily of 
silica and alumina, referred to for the remainder of this chapter as 
cenospheres. They float on water and can therefore be easily recovered from 
the surface of ash ponds at power stations, they range in size from 1 to 
around 300 microns (pm). Cenospheres have found use as high strength low 
weight building composites, West e t  al (1980), Figure 5.1 is an example of a 
cenosphere.
This chapter was presented by the author to  the B r i t ish  Committee o f  the 
In ternational Flame Research Foundation London, Autumn meeting 1991
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Figure 5.1 Ash cenospheres.
Raask (1967) carried out a survey of cenosphere occurrence at a number of 
power stations in the U.K. He measured the diameter and bulk densities of the 
cenospheres from ash ponds, and by inference calculated their shell thickness, 
the results are summarised in Table 5. 1. Raask estimated the yield of 
cenospheres as being between 0-5 wt% of dry ash. The chemical composition of 
these spheres has been investigated by Raask (1968) and Lauf (1977), the 
results are shown in table 5.2.
Sam ple Upgraded
Particle diam eter of graded sample (p.)
152 120 to 152 105 to 120 89 to 105 75 to 89 63 to 75 53 to 63 • 4 5
Carrington:
Real density, g cm "* 2-26 —- _ . _ __
A p paren t density, g cm*3 0-54 0-55 0-53 0-56 0-53 0-54 0-54 — 0-53
Bulk density, g e m * 3 0-34 0-32 0-34 0-33 0-33 0-33 0-31 — 0-29
W all thickness. — — 5-8 5 0 4-25 3-6 3-0 — —
Ferrybridge:
R eal density, g c m -3 2-30 _ _ «— __ _ _ _ _
A p paren t density, g c m '3 0-58 0-62 — 0-56 0-55 0-57 0-56 0-56 0-61
Bulk density, g cm 3 0-34 0-31 0-29 0-34 0-34 0-33 0-34 0-28 0-35
W all thickness, n — — — 5-0 4-3 3-7 3-1 2-6 —
High Sfarnham:
Real density, g e m '3 2-02 ___ __ .. — _ _ __
A p p aren t density, g cm -3 0-42 0-44 0-47 0-4 ! 0-43 0-40 0-55 — —
Bulk density, g cm ■3 0-27 0-28 0-28 0-27 0-26 0-25 0-24 — —
W all thickness, a — — ' 5-6 4 1 3-9 2-9 3-5 — —
Skelton Grange:
R eal density, g e m -3 2-40 ___ __ . _ _
A p p aren t density, g cm*3 0-62 0-53 0-46 0-61 0-55 0-6 0-63 — —
Bulk density, g e m * 3 0-43 0-32 — 0-35 0-36 0-37 0-36 — — j
W all thickness, ^ — — — 4-5 4-0 . 3-8 3-4 — — ;
Note: In som e size fractions there was an insufficient am oun t o f m aterials for density m easurem ents.
Table 5.1 Physical properties of cenospheres.
(Raask, 1968)
There is a consensus in the literature that ash spheres are produced from 
inflated molten ash in the flame which subsequently freezes. There are two 
theories to explain the origins of this gas, and how it leads to the formation 
of ash spheres. Raask argues that an iron catalysed reaction is responsible, 
reviewed in section 5.1.1., Fisher (1976), proposes that it is the thermal 
decomposition of certain mineral types from the original coal which produces 
the gas, section 5.2.1.
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No
SiO
2
Composition (wt 
Al 0 Fe 0 CaO
2 3 2 3
%)
MgO K 0 
2
Na 0 
2
Source of 
Coal
1 56.4 28.9 11.7 1.6 1.5 - - E. Appalachian (high 
volatile bituminous)
2 52.5 19.8 25.2 1.9 0.7 - - W. Kentucky (high 
volatile bituminous)
3 53.2 20.8 19.8 4.9 1.3 - - Illinois (high 
volatile bituminous)
4 64.4 26.7 4.0 3.9 1.5 - - New Mexico 
(sub-bituminous)
5 60. 1 32.4 3.6 3. 1 0.8 New Mexico 
(sub-bi tuminous)
6 48.6 19.0 27.7 3.8 0.9 - - Illinois (bituminous)
7 55.3 13.8 5. 1 22.5 3.3 - - Texas (lignite)
8 55.0 28.5 9.5 0.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 Skelton Grange
9 59. 0 29.5 8.6 0.6 1.4 0.2 0.3 Ferrybridge
10 60.7 26.5 4.2 0.2 2. 1 3.8 1.2’ High Marnham
11 57.3 26.9 10.8 0.6 1. 1 1.3 0.6 Carrington
Table 5.2 Cenosphere composition 
note samples 1-7 normalised:
(SO + Al 0 + Fe 0 + CaO + MgO = 100%)
1 2 2 3 2 3
Samples 1-7 from Lauf (1981)
Samples 8-11 from Raask (1968) 
expressed as weight of equivalent oxide.
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Table 5.3 gives the composition of gases trapped within cenospheres, Raask 
(1968):
Sample
Vol. of gas at NTP, cm*g_ 
CO. N. CO o.
Pressure 
atm at 
20CC
High Mamham 0-27 0-075 <  0-01 0-005 0-2
Carrington 0 1 3 0-13 <  0-03 < 0-01 0-2
Skelton Grange 0 1 6 0 0 4 < 0-01 <  0-005 0-J8
Ferrybridge 0 1 9 0-06 "• 0-01 <  0-005 0 1 8
Table 5.3 Gas analysis of cenosphere contents.
(Raask, 1968)
5.1.1. Cenosphere formation
Raask (1966, 1968) observed that molten coal ash does not wet or spread on a 
carbon surface, this explains the spherical nature of some ash particles. 
Raask rejects the source of gas as coming from clay on the basis that there is 
insufficient calcium in the ash to cause inflation (table 5.2). He described 
an experiment in which coal ash resting on a carbon surface was heated using a 
Leitz heating microscope. On reaching 1273 K a sphere was formed which on 
further heating gradually inflated to twice the original diameter. Raask 
suggested that at the ash/carbon interface iron carbide is formed which then 
diffuses into the molten ash. Inside the ash, or slag, the carbide reacts with 
silica to form carbon monoxide according to equation 5.1:
2Fe C + SiO — -  Fe Si + 3Fe + 2C0 (eq. 5.1)
3 2 3
Raask (1985) quotes the thermodynamic data published by Good (1962) which 
shows that the equilibrium pressure of CO in equation 5.1 reaches 1 atmosphere 
at 1675K. Raask proposes that once the ash becomes molten it forms a sphere 
which develops into a hollow enclosure due to the iron catalysed reaction of 
equation 5.1. Figure 5.2 is a plot showing a strong correlation between iron
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content and cenosphere yield.
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Figure 5.2 Fe content vs. Cenosphere Yield. 
( Raask 1985)
Lauf (1981) obtained a good correlation between the viscosity of molten fly 
ash and cenosphere yield, Figure 5.3. He also demonstrated from the data 
obtained from seven U.S. power stations that there is no obvious correlation 
between cenosphere yield and calcium content of cenospheres, Figure 5.4, he 
therefore concluded that the most likely source of gas is that proposed 
by Raask.
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Figure 5.3 Cenosphere production plotted against calculated viscosity.
(Lauf, 1981)
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Figure 5.4 Cenosphere yield plotted against calcium content.
(Lauf, 1981)
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Many workers have reported how ash particles agglomerate during 
p. f. combustion, e.g. Ramsden 1969; Lightman and Street, 1968; and Mitchell and 
Lee, 1962. Sarofim e t  al (1977) examined the physical transformation of 
mineral matter in p.f. during combustion. They performed combustion studies on 
two coal types: lignite and bituminous. They varied the furnace temperature
and for each set of conditions recorded the weight of ash which floated in 
water for both coals. Figure 5.5 shows that the peak in cenosphere formation 
occurs at around 1500K:
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Figure 5.5 Cenosphere formation vs. furnace temperature.
(Sarofim e t  al 1977)
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They sought to explain this peak by consideration of the time required to 
inflate a sphere based on the work of Goodier (1936). He derived a a 
relationship governing the rate of change of the radius of a hollow sphere due 
to viscous relaxation:
dr
dt
where r = sphere radius
Ap = (internal sphere pressure - equilibrium pressure)
7) = viscosity of coal ash slag 
s = shell thickness
From equation 5.2 they estimated cenosphere inflation times. At 1000K a 40jim 
cenosphere forms in 3xl0-5 seconds, and at 1600K, 0.002 seconds. These results 
are shown in Figure 5.6. From this they concluded that the optimum temperature 
for cenosphere formation is between 1200 - 1400K. Above these temperatures the 
inflation time becomes very fast, in reality this means that a cenosphere is 
unlikely to form as the gases would burst explosively through the ash, 
probably resulting in the formation of micron sized ash particles. Below 1200K 
the inflation time becomes longer than the residence time in conventional 
furnaces.
2
— — —  (Equation 5.2)
4t?s
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Figure 5.6 Calculated cenosphere time as a function of temperature.
(Sarofim e t  al 1977)
From the same work the density distribution of the ash was measured for the 
two coal types, this is shown in Figure 5.7:
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Figure 5.7 Density distribution of ash particles for two coal types.
(Sarofim e t  a l , 1977)
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5.2. Plerospheres.
Plerospheres, (plero - from the Greek pleres, full), are far less common than 
cenospheres, they consist of one spherical shell encompassing a great many 
smaller hollow spheres, Fisher et al (1976), quite often the outer shell is 
imperfect. Figure 5.8 is a photograph of a plerosphere deliberately broken 
open. Fisher et al (1976) first identified these extraordinary particles from 
the study of samples taken from the hoppers of electrostatic precipitators at 
power stations in the U.S. This relatively recent discovery is probably due 
to the fact that they are denser than water and would therefore have eluded 
Raask in his earlier work. Furthermore the characteristic thin walls of this 
species, around 0.1 to 0.5 /im, suggest that they are prone to mechanical 
degradation, another reason why they have only been discovered recently. 
Fisher presents data for the chemical analysis of plerospheres, as with 
cenospheres alumina and silica predominate. Carbon dioxide was measured as 
being the major gas within the sphere, water was also found to be present but 
no figures were given. There is no published data for the yield of these 
particles.
Figure 5.8 Plerospheres
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Linton et al (1975) observed that a number of minor trace elements were found 
to preferentially concentrate at the surface of coal fly ash. This would 
suggest that the actual concentration of toxic material present at the point 
of contact with living tissue from the inhalation of fly ash is substantially 
higher than was hitherto supposed on the basis of bulk analysis. They 
postulated a diffusion mechanism to account for their findings. It may be that 
this phenomenon is responsible for the formation of metallic crystal 
structures from the surface of cenospheres stored for a period of several 
months. Examples of these crystals are visible in scanning electron microscope 
(s.e.m.) photographs taken by Fisher (1976), Figure 5.9:
Figure 5.9 Plerosphere showing the presence of crystal growths.
(Fisher et al 1976)
5.2.1. Plerosphere formation
Fisher (1976) proposes that it is the thermal degradation of certain mineral 
types from the parent coal particle, such as calcite, which are responsible 
for the inflation of ash spheres. Fisher describes the process to form 
plerospheres: " as a non-combustible parent particle is progressively heated
from its outer surface, a temperature gradient develops, which permits the 
surface layer of the particle to become molten while the interior remains 
solid or highly viscous. Thermal decomposition of certain minerals produces a 
bubble around the core, which remains attached to the interior of the 
spherical shell. The core continues to heat because the thermal conductivity 
of the gas is less than that of the liquid shell in contact with the core.
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Additional gas formation causes the core to boil away from the interior 
surface, possibly forming small micro spheres."
Table 5.4 shows the temperature of dissociation of the most common clay 
types found within the mineral matter of coal:
AT
800 1300
Temperature (K)
Table 5.4
Dissociation of coal carbonates 
(Raask, 1985)
Without prescribing a mechanism, Sarofim e t  al (1977) attributes the inflation 
of all ash spheres to gas evolution from heated minerals. Raask (1985) states 
that the formation of plerospheres can be explained by extending his theory of 
cenosphere formation; the only prerequisite being that " the coal substance 
and mineral matter be intimately dispersed ". The char then acquires a fused 
siliceous envelope inside which " the carbon residue prevents coalescence of 
encapsulated ash particles."
Shibaoka and Paulson (1986) carried out experimental studies of eastern 
Australian black coals. Fly ash samples were collected from electrostatic 
precipitators and these were examined using optical and electron microscopy
Name Formula
Siderite FeCO,
3
Ankerite CaCO . FeCO
3 3
Dolomite CaC03.MgC03
Aragonite CaC03
Calcite CaCO
3
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techniques. They were looking specifically for plerospheres but were only able 
to find one poor example of this type. They did observe a number of coal chars 
containing assorted carbon and ash material, which they called "char 
plerospheres." They criticize the Fisher proposal as being an unlikely 
combination of phenomena. They cite the lack of "transitional particles," 
which ought to be formed as ash particles are quenched and so freeze on 
leaving the flame, to support their case. They go on to suggest that the most 
likely explanation for the occurrence of plerospheres is a chance mechanical 
interaction between cracked open cenospheres and smaller ash particles. They 
suggest that smaller particles collect in the cavity of the damaged 
cenosphere due to mixing effects in the turbulent flue gases, ash collection 
system and/or during sample preparation.
5.3. The combustion of pulverised fuel
It seems reasonable that the formation of cenospheres be linked to the 
combustion of the pulverised fuel (p.f.), from which it is formed. With the 
importance of coal as a source of energy, the literature on coal combustion is 
enormous. It is beyond the scope of this work to do more than merely extract 
from the literature those aspects of p.f. combustion relevant to this topic. A 
brief review of coal classification, section 5.3.1., illustrates that some 
simplifying statements can be attributed to the behaviour of p.f. during 
combustion. Section 5.3.3. examines some of the relevant experiments and 
results, which are then drawn on in the remainder of this chapter.
Coals are fossilized plant remains and so their structure and composition are 
complex and variable, leading to differences existing even for coals found 
from the same coal seam. Essenheigh (1974) stated that coal is such an ill 
defined material that " we do not know what it really is ..." when this 
uncertainty is superimposed onto the complexities of combustion "it is not 
possible to argue with certainty from one set of reaction conditions to 
another, let alone from one coal type to another ". It is perhaps for this 
reason that many researchers have concentrated on the combustion 
characteristics of graphite.
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5.3.1. Coal classification and structure.
Stopes (1919) observed the presence of optically differing areas of coal under 
visual examination. She went on to identify four different structural elements 
in coal: vitrain and clarain were named after the components which had a
brilliant lustre, and the dull components she called durain and fusain. With 
the use of microscopes it was possible to resolve these grosser structural 
elements of coal into their component make up, these finer coal artifacts she 
called macerals. It is from these mineral deposits that volatiles escape 
during combustion. In a typical 50fim p.f. particle these mineral matter 
inclusions consist of several thousand particles of between 0.1 and 5(im in 
diameter.
Many reviews on coal composition and classification have been given, e.g. 
Horton e t  al (1944) and Francis (1954), technical information on coal and many 
other fuels are presented by Speirs (1962). The National Coal Board, as it 
then was, divided coals into numbered groups ranging from 100 to 900. These 
groups are then split into sub classes to accommodate further specific 
characteristics. The parameters used to classify a coal in this way are the 
volatile matter content, and the type of coke obtained from the Gray-King 
assay, King (1944). A summary of this system is given in table 5.5.
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Table 5.5 From Spiers.
A n t h r a c it e s , L o w -V o l a t il e  Ste a m  C o als a n d  M e d iu m -V o l a t il e  C o a ls
T able 370 .
Group, VMdmmf and 
- ; General Description Class Sub-Class VMdmmf
j Gray-King 
coke type . Specific Description
100 Under 9*1 101 U nder 6*i
' Anthracites 102 6*i~9*o A Anthracites .
:2oo' 9*1-19*5 201 9‘* - i3 *5 A -C Dry
20 ia 9*1-11 *5 A -B  : steam
201 b 11*6-13*5 B -C - coals
Low-volatile 202 13*6-15*0 B -G 1 Coking :
steam ; 203 15*1-17*0 e- g4 steam  ‘ '
coals 204 I 7*I-i.9*5 Q~G*  ^ _ . ' ’ cpais
, . .. - . , 206 9*1-19*5 - A -B  (VM T -' :Heat-altered
upto 15*0)- low-volatile '
A-D(VM - - •- steam •
LftO'biv-. ■■■ : “ \ above 15*0) '7coals*:'u
: ‘ : 300 19*6-32*0 301 19*6-32*0 .. g4 >* ■ ’ Prime
30 ia 19:6-27*5 and : •coking
Medium-volatile
301b 27*6-32*0 over V coals.
coals 305 19*6-32*0 g - g3 (Mainly) heat-altered .^.
306 i9*6-32*o. a - f ‘ medium-volatile coals.
H ig h -V o l a t il e  C o a ls  ( V M ^ ,  a bo v e  32*0% ) 
T able 371
Group 32*1-36*0
VMHmmf
Over 36*0 Gray-King coke type
•
.
Description
Class
400 401 402 G9 and over Very strongly caking
500 5°i 502 G6-G8 Strongly caking
600 601 602 Gx-G4 Medium-caking
700 701 702 E-G Weakly caking
800 801 802 C-D Very weakly caking
900 901 902 A-B Non-caking
Due to the practical relevance of pyrolysis in combustion, coals have been 
traditionally divided according to their behaviour on being heated, 
specifically swelling and non swelling coals. Analogous designations are 
coking and non coking, caking and non caking and plastic and non plastic. It 
is only coals of intermediate rank, that is mid rank bituminous coals that 
exhibit strong swelling characteristics. A recent macroscopic view of this 
phenomena is schematically shown in Figure 5.10:
t
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Figure 5.10 Space filling model of coal plasticity.
(Spiro, 1981)
The raw coal is considered to consists of plates or lamellae with flat 
aromatic structures, these have additional functional groups attached. The 
lamellae are cross linked and also supported by van der Waals forces. Upon 
heating many bonds are broken, and the planar units which make up the majority 
of the coal matrix, may then slide over one another. In this state the coal is 
said to exhibit "viscoelastic properties". The molecules which were initially 
trapped are now free and may act as lubricants. This model explains the
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softening and swelling phenomena, but to understand why only mid rank fuels 
exhibit this behaviour requires more detailed study of the chemical 
composition and structure of the lamellae, Davidson (1982).
5.3.2. Low heating rate pyrolysis experiments.
The earliest work on heating coal was nearly always aimed towards 
improving the manufacture of coke. Sinnatt and Slater (1922) and Newall and 
Sinnatt (1924) observed coal, in the form of fine particles, falling into an 
inert atmosphere maintained at specific temperatures. During one experiment 
using a caking coal, they observed that the majority of particles after 
passing through the furnace were swollen. Microscopic examination showed the 
particles to be hollow, Figure 5.11:
Figure 5.11 Char cenosphere.
(Newall and Sinnatt, 1924)
The name cenosphere was used to describe these char particles, this is the 
first use of this name in connection with combustion products. To avoid
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confusion with other references to cenospheres in this thesis these particles 
will be referred to as "char cenospheres".
5.3.3. High heating rate combustion experiments
Even though the original work of Sinnatt and co workers is valid in relation 
to coke production conditions, much of the early work on coal combustion 
modelling has little relevance to p.f. combustion, Field e t  al (1967). There 
is plenty of evidence that swelling coals do form char cenospheres in 
conventional flames, but the hollow structures are not as pronounced as those 
produced in inert conditions and at more gradual heating rates. Orning (1947) 
observed the formation of chars with holes in them from the combustion of 
p.f., and Hubbard (1960) burnt p.f. in a conventional furnace, samples of char 
from this work were examined by Alpern e t  al (1960) who confirmed the presence 
of char cenospheres.
The devolatilisation of the coal has an effect on the structure of the 
residual char and this in turn will effect the burnout characteristics. 
Lightman and Street (1968) and Street et al (1969) observed the occurrence of 
four distinct types of coal char from the combustion of swelling p.f.; solid, 
hollow spherical particles with one main hole giving a "C" cross section, very 
thin walled "balloon" structures with few internal partitions and "lacy" 
particles with many internal cross partitions. The most common are lacy and C 
shaped chars which formed in equal quantity and accounted for about 90% of the 
particles as a number count. They attempted to link these chars to the 
presence of maceral groups from the coals, but without success. When particles 
were taken from large flames "filled" chars were often observed, that is 
hollow carbonaceous char cenospheres filled with roughly spherical 
particulates Figure 5.12. They never observed these particles in more 
controlled drop tube experiments. Filled chars were also observed forming from 
large flames in coal/water combustion experiments, Lapwood (1986).
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Figure 5. 12 Filled char cenospheres.
(Street, 1969)
Anson, Moles and Street (1971) and Street (1969) have studied single particle 
combustion and modelled the observed changes for various coal types. The 
effect of the ash was minimised by attempting to remove as much of it as 
possible from the parent fuel. In other combustion work in which the mineral 
matter was not removed they report that the ash was not seen to wet or 
otherwise interact with the char. This statement was made on the basis of 
visual inspection of s.e.m. photographs. Gay et al(1984) studied the formation 
of char cenospheres from the fluidised bed combustion of bituminous coals. 
Laborious analysis of the maceral content of the coals was undertaken, however 
no correlation relating maceral type with char cenospheres could be found. 
They observed the occurrence of lacy, balloon and thick walled char 
cenospheres. They examined samples under a scanning electron microscope, 
Figure 5.13 shows a typical lacy char cenosphere with a "skeletal" structure. 
They showed that the coals most likely to form char cenospheres are medium 
rank swelling coals, they also stress the important effect of initial coal 
size and heating rate.
MacDonald and Murray (1952) observed a significant decrease in the combustion 
efficiency of boilers when using high ash low rank fuels (as compared with mid 
rank fuels), with ’amounts of unburnt coke particles found embedded in an ash 
sintered matrix.’
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Figure 5.13 Lacy char cenosphere.(Gay et al, 1984)
The combustion of pulverised anthracite was studied in a furnace by Beer 
(1964). He measured the emissivity (e) of char particles taken from various 
points within the flame using the Schmidt method. Beer observed that there was 
an unexpected dramatic drop in e Figure 5.14:
b vi
Figure 5.14 Variation of emissivity with residence time. 
(Calculated values taken from Field (1967) - solid line) 
(experimental values Beer’s data - dotted line)
It has long been appreciated that devolatilisation has an important effect on 
the combustion of p.f. because of the structural changes which occur to the 
coal char during this period. An intriguing but unanswered question is what 
effect does the coal type have on the formation of ash spheres? An answer to 
this question would be relevant to improving the production of cenospheres 
which would be valuable to the long term goals of this project; it may also 
increase the understanding of p.f. combustion behaviour.
5.4. Experimental work
To investigate the hypothesis that it is the nature of the coal which affects 
the formation prospects of ash spheres, particulates from the combustion of a 
non swelling anthracite and a high swelling bituminous coal were examined 
using a scanning electron microscope, (s.e.m.). These char and ash particles 
were prepared by the Coal Research Establishment (C.R.E.) using one of their 
experimental furnaces. The examination of the particles so obtained was 
augmented with the use of energy dispersive x-ray analysis, (e.d.x.), this 
technique was used to enable unambiguous distinctions to be made between 
carbon char and ash.
5.4.1. Combustion experiments
(carr ied  out at B r i t i sh  Coals' Stoke Orchard f a c i l i t y )
The combustion device used to burn the coals is a vertical drop tube furnace, 
this simulates the heating rates prevalent in industrial flames. Solid 
sampling of particles with different residence times from the furnace is 
possible, and effects of recirculation are minimised. The experimental method 
has been described in detail elsewhere, Street (1969), Lightman and Street 
(1968) and Ashe and Moles (1990), the combustion experiments were carried out 
by research staff at C.R.E. at the author’s request. The general arrangement 
of the drop tube furnace is shown in Figure 5.15:
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Figure 5.15 The drop tube furnace
Air dried coal (A), prepared from a 53 to 63 pm sieve, is fed via a vibrating 
hopper (B) into a primary air stream and so carried into the furnace. The 
furnace wall temperatures were maintained at about 1200°c to simulate typical 
industrial furnace conditions. Solids were extracted from the gas stream and 
quenched in water for s.e.m. inspection. Some of the properties of the two 
coals are summarized in Table 5.6:
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Swelling coal Non swelling coal
C (%) 86.5 93.5
H (%) 5.4 3.1
N (%) 1.6 1.25
S (%) 2.2 1.0
VOLATILE 
MATTER (%)
39.8 6.2
ASH (%) 12.2 9.3
Table 5.6 Properties of the coals.
( All values as wt% on dry mineral matter free basis; ash wt% of dry coal )
5.4.2. Particle examinations
Samples were prepared for the s.e.m. as already discussed, chapter 3, the only 
difference being that the samples were not sputter coated with gold but merely 
positioned on a microscope stub with colloidal graphite. Energy dispersive 
x-ray analysis (e.d.x.) is a complementary s.e.m. technique which permits 
elemental analysis of a specimen, a detailed review of which is provided by 
Duncumb (1969). This technique reveals a qualitative picture of mineral matter 
transformation during combustion for an individual particle.
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A sample of fly ash from the swelling coal was separated by floatation in 
water. The lightweight material was then crushed between two microscope covers 
and examined using an s.e.m. The objective of this work was to attempt to find
ash spheres with some internal features, such as enclosed microspheres.
Similar examinations were performed on the material which did not float.
During the course of analysing the combustion particles using e.d.x. it became 
apparent that several ash cenospheres were not giving peaks for iron. This 
unexpected finding was investigated further, by mapping the surface and 
available internal surfaces using the e.d.x. technique.
5.5. Results.
The results from the various experiments are presented as a series of
photographs.
5.5.1. The non swelling coal.
This coal produced crude shaped particles at devolatilisation which were
typically non spherical, Figures 5.16 and 5.17. E.d.x. scans showed the 
unexpected presence of a silica skin on the surface of a majority of these 
particles. The chars taken from the flame after 200 msecs revealed a complex 
sphere within sphere structure even though in the main the geometries were 
extremely disordered, there was evidence of the filled char cenospheres 
discussed by Street, Figures 5.18,5.19,5.20 and 5.21. A skin is apparent in 
these last pictures, and the impression of a molten fluid surface is 
unmistakable. The occasional ideal plerosphere was observed from the ash of 
this coal, Figures 5.24 and 5.25, however imperfect ash plerospheres were more 
common, Figures 5.22 and 5.23. Within the samples of ash, (residence time >500 
msecs) was a proliferation of particles with the characteristic enclosed 
sphere structure. In examples of these the outer skin had begun to perish 
revealing the enclosed nest of spheres, Figures 5.26,5.27,5.28 and 5.29. A 
sample of ash particles were separated by flotation to look for the presence 
of ash cenospheres. This was crushed between microscope slides and the 
resultant fracture material examined. Very little material was recovered in 
this way and no cenospheres were identified from the fracture material, but an 
array of complex spherical shapes were observed, Figures 5.30,5.31 and 5.32. 
Some of the fractured products revealed the presence of enclosed char material
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Figure 5.33. There was an abundance of spherical shapes in the ash collected 
from this coal, Figure 5.32.
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5.5.2. The swelling coal.
Samples taken at devolatilisation showed an array of swollen char cenospheres, 
with evidence of C type cenospheres, Figures 5.34,5.35,5.36 and 5.37. Lacy 
cenospheres were observed and an e.d.x. scan showed a predominance of carbon, 
Figure 5.38. Char samples removed from the flame after 200 msecs were broken 
open in the manner described, to examine the internal features. Figure 5.39 is 
such an example, the char had begun to resolve itself into a sphere and there 
is evidence of gas generation resulting in the formation of ash spheres. There 
was evidence of wastage of ash with fragile coral like structures forming, 
Figure 5.40, it would be easy to imagine these crumbling away to dust. There 
was an absence of sphere within sphere structures which had characterised the 
combustion products from the non swelling coal. The ash consisted almost 
entirely of ash cenospheres Figure 5.41,5.42,5.43 and 5.44, these were 
deliberately broken and the resultant debris was seen to be free from 
microspheres, Figure 5.45. E.d.x. scans were performed on a number of 
cenospheres, and in a few rare occasions no iron could be found, on the 
surface through the shell or on internal walls, Figure 5.46 shows such a 
particle and a few of the scans performed on it.
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5.6. Discussion.
Two features need to be resolved in order to understand ash sphere formation, 
the nature of the gas which causes the inflation and the interaction of the 
mineral matter/ash with the ‘host’ carbonaceous char.
5.6.1. The nature of the gas
According to Raask’s theory explaining the source of gas, equation 5.1 would 
result in the formation of only CO within spherical ash structures. This does 
not explain Raask’s own measurements of these gases as being primarily C02 and 
N2 Raask (1967), Table 5.3. If thermal degradation of clays is responsible 
then C02 would be produced, this however makes no allowance for the presence
of NK Fisher e t  al (1976) carried out gas analysis measurements for ash f
samples taken from the hoppers of electrostatic precipitators. They stated, 
without giving figures, that the most abundant gases present are C02 and H20, 
consistent with the thermal degradation of clays.
Some of the cenospheres examined were slightly cracked, e.g. Figure 5.43. This 
may be due to excessive internal pressure buildup leading to the rupture of \ 
the sphere, Raask (1968), if this occurs while still in the main flame area j
the resultant hole will be rounded, Shibaoka and Paulson (1986). Rapid
quenching of the cenospheres on leaving the combustion zone may cause 
implosion resulting in cenospheres with jagged edges. In either event these 
damaged cenospheres may well distort the gas analysis experiments and so the 
results obtained should be regarded with caution.
The calculations of Sarofim e t  al (1977), suggest that the optimum temperature 
range at which ash spheres may be formed is between 1200 and 1500°K, Figure
5.6. The characteristic time of formation of a cenosphere at 1675K, the 
temperature at which Raask’s proposed iron catalysed reaction reaches 
equilibrium, is about 0.002 seconds. For the Raask mechanism to work, carbon 
must be in contact with the ash as the sphere is created, as this provides the 
"fuel" for inflation. In a flame this carbon will also be burning, and so the 
particle temperature and therefore temperature of cenosphere formation will be 
high, (around 2000K for a 50pm particle Field (1967)), the inflation time of 
cenospheres then becomes improbably fast. The temperature at which certain
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clay types dissociate is shown in Figure 5.4. These temperatures give more 
sensible inflation times with calcite dissociating at just under 1400 K.
The appearance of "bumps" or "nipples" on the surface of cenospheres is a 
common occurrence e.g. Figure 5.42.(and Figure 5.1). This phenomenon points 
towards local gas generation within the shell of the formed sphere. The 
thermal degradation of a small inclusion of calcite causing local swelling 
would explain this. Figure 5.39 shows the cross section of a bump, the parent 
cenosphere was obtained by flotation and there is no carbon present, which 
again argues against the Raask mechanism. No carbon or char remains were 
observed in any of the cenospheres broken open in Figure 45.
Raask (1968) argues that there is insufficient calcite within the mineral 
matter to cause inflation. Calculations show that a 1.5% by weight inclusion 
of calcite is sufficient to inflate a 90pm cenosphere many times. Lauf (1981) 
identified no correlation between calcium content and cenosphere yield, Figure 
5.5. This result has been used to demonstrate that the iron catalysed 
reaction of Raask is the likely source of gas, Raask (1985). Figure 5.47 
however represents a plot of iron content versus cenosphere yield taken from 
Lauf’s original data; the correlation is not good. The importance of Lauf’s 
work is in illustrating the effect of viscosity on cenosphere yield; no 
conclusion concerning the origins of the gas can be made.
cenosphere 100
content
0
0 30
Fe -content (%) --------------- ►
Figure 5.47 Fe content vs. cenosphere yield.
(Plotted from the data of Lauf, 1981)
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Further evidence in the form of e.d.x. scans shows that for certain
cenospheres no iron could be found, Figure 5.46. While many cenospheres from 
this batch contained iron, the fact that other cenospheres showed no iron 
present suggests that the gases which produced the cenosphere inflation 
probably did not come from the route described by Raask. The e.d.x. technique 
is not an exhaustive method of analysing for elements but it does permit an 
examination of very small individual particles, allowing the exception to 
disprove the rule.
From a consideration of the literature on this subject and some simple
experiments, it is concluded that the most likely source of gas to cause ash 
sphere inflation comes from the thermal dissociation of clay minerals which 
form part of the mineral matter matrix of the original coal particle.
5.6.2. The ash/char interaction
S.e.m. photographs of particles taken from flames represents a snap shot of
what is an extremely dynamic process. The particles examined may also have
been affected by the sampling process, for example rapid quenching, and 
mechanical interaction leading to degradation. It is also recognised that care 
must be taken to avoid being selective in the choice of s.e.m. photographs 
used in attempting to justify a particular conclusion.
Based on the s.e.m. examination of the chars the two coals examined burned out 
in different ways. The swelling coal produces ’ C’ type char cenospheres, and 
perfectly formed ash cenospheres. No plerospheres or spheres within sphere 
structures were observed for the swelling coal.
Few perfect plerospheres could be found in the ash from the non swelling coal, 
there was however an abundance of distorted sphere within sphere structures, 
from char to ash particles. This would seem to confirm the hypothesis that the 
behaviour of the coal on burnout influences the structure of the final ash 
particle. The most striking observation from this experimental work is the 
abundance of spherical or near spherical particles in the ash from both coals.
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5.6.2.a) Cenospheres.
In explaining the formation of cenospheres (section 5.1) Raask offers no 
explanation as to why intermediate ash spheres are never formed; from his 
interpretation of events one would expect to see a range of ash spheres 
covering the spectrum from cenosphere to plerosphere. For example there was no 
evidence of enclosed spheres in samples of cenospheres deliberately broken 
open, Figure 5.45. This suggests that plerospheres and cenospheres form along 
different pathways.
Fisher offers no explanation as to how a cenosphere forms; his theory, which 
makes no allowance for the realities of p.f. combustion, infers that 
plerospheres would always form. The mineral matter from which ash spheres are 
formed is always finely dispersed within the coal matrix, and the physical and 
chemical transformations that mineral matter undergoes during combustion are 
complex, and not fully understood, Field e t  al (1967). One thing however is 
certain, mineral matter in p.f. is not one single lump as inferred by Fisher. 
Sarofim e t  al (1977) and others have shown that agglomeration of ash does 
occur during p.f. combustion. From mass balance considerations it has been 
shown that a typical cenosphere consists of many such ash inclusions which 
have homogenized, Ramsden (1968).
The observations made in this chapter may be explained if cenospheres form 
once combustion is complete. The residual molten ash can expand into a sphere 
and freeze, depending on the composition and temperature of the ash, and the 
bulk gas temperature of the furnace. The effect of devolatilisation on 
swelling coals is to concentrate the ash and carbon into a perimeter due to 
the formation of hollow chars. As is generally agreed in this case combustion 
proceeds from outside and within the char, and particularly around rough 
edges, such as the "blow holes" caused by the emission of volatile matter. The 
effect of devolatilisation in this case is to assist in the agglomeration of 
the ash. Street (1969), Lapwood (1986) and others have observed the collapse 
of the char as combustion completes, pointing towards a merging of residual 
material. This would explain the lack of intermediate ash particles from the 
combustion of the swelling coal, Figure 5.45, and the lack of carbon 
associated with cenospheres. For a non swelling coal the char remains 
essentially unaltered after devolatilisation, in this case the individual 
mineral matter inclusions will act independently. It would be expected that 
swelling coals would then produce more cenospheres than less swelling coals,
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and this is confirmed from the experimental work of Sarofim, Figure 5.7.
If cenospheres are freed from the combustion process, Figure 5.5 could be 
reinterpreted; the gas temperatures which the combustion environment is 
controlled to would then have a direct influence on cenosphere formation. 
During the combustion of the p.f. the clays within the mineral matter will 
thermally decompose releasing C02 and 1HD, because of the local temperatures 
the mineral matter/ash will effervesce and if particles are removed from the 
flame a non spherical "spongy" particle would be expected. With combustion 
completing the residual ash will agglomerate and to some extent homogenise. 
There will still be areas within this ash sphere which will release more gases 
than other areas and this would account for the formation of bumps and hollow 
cavities in the walls of cenospheres.
A piece of evidence which supports this explanation of events is provided by 
Lapwood (1986) who conducted single droplet combustion experiments using 
coal/water and coal/oil slurries. The suspended droplets were filmed during 
the combustion process to examine the burnout behaviour of these fuels, using 
high speed photographic techniques. These films were re-examined during the 
course of this work for evidence of ash sphere formation. One such film shows 
ash spheres forming after char burnout was complete for a medium swelling 
coal, (602 NCB rank, F80 oil), Figure 5.48:
b-Burning 
char 
(1530 msec.)
Figure 5.48 Coal/oil single droplet experiment. 
(Lapwood, 1986)
c-Ash
residue
(1970 msec.)
Even though single droplet combustion is a far cry from typical p.f. flames 
conditions, and the role of the oil is uncertain, this film does provide some 
corroborative evidence that cenospheres are formed after combustion.
Several workers (e.g. Street (1969) and Gay e t  al (1984)) have observed the 
formation of the lacy char cenosphere, Figures 5.13 and 5.38, always with the 
C type char cenospheres when burning swelling coals. The C cross section and 
associated char swelling point to a buildup of internal pressure and sudden 
release of volatiles from one point, in this respect the parent char can be 
thought of as acting like a crude atomiser. It is conceivable that the lacey 
structure is a result of liquid phase cracking of the heavier elements of 
these volatiles; this would explain the similarity of this structure with that 
of carbonaceous cenospheres formed from the combustion of heavy fuel oil, 
section 2.1. Cahill (1991) states that the lacey structure is much more 
reactive than normal coal char cenospheres, pointing to a different 
composition. Finally the linkage in formation between C and lacey cenospheres 
is confirmed by Newall and Sinnatt (1924) who observed no C cenospheres and no 
lacey cenospheres when they gradually heated up various swelling coals, 
section (5.3.2.).
5.6.2.b) Plerospheres
The s.e.m. photographs produced in this work show that the statement of
Shibaoka and Paulson (1986) that plerospheres are really not separate ash 
species, but merely a group of differently sized cenospheres that collected by 
chance in the shell of a larger damaged cenosphere is incorrect. There are 
many reported occurrences of spherical structures trapped within char or ash 
enclosures where it is observed that the hole through which the sphere is
visible is considerably smaller than the sphere itself, (Street (1969) and 
Lapwood (1986)), no explanation of this phenomenon is offered. If smaller 
particles were coerced into a larger damaged char or ash cenosphere by 
electrostatic forces it would be expected that similar particles would also
congregate around the outside of the hole, this is not observed in practice.
It is entirely possible that mechanical interaction as described by Shibaoka 
and Paulson does occur, but this is not the explanation for the formation of 
plerospheres.
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All the samples taken from the drop tube furnace for the non swelling coal 
show a build up of siliceous material on the surface, even those particles 
which according to their residence times were still undergoing 
devolatilisation. This finding may explain the observations made by Beer 
(1967), in which he observed an almost instantaneous drop in char emissivity 
of anthracite coal on entering the flame environment, Figure 5.14. Figures 
5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 are typical chars; thin external walls enclosing
particles, which are decidedly spherical. In addition to ash spheres within 
the outer structure carbonaceous char remains are found enclosed within a 
plerosphere type structure, Figure 5.33.
An explanation of plerosphere formation consistent with the experimental 
results, is that the internal spheres form independently from the external 
skin. On devolatilisation minerals near the surface form a layer around the 
char. Ash particles associated with small char fragments within the overall 
structure will behave as described in section 5.6.2.a), heating up and 
resulting in small cenospheres provided all the necessary conditions to form 
cenospheres are met. The occurrence of filled chars can be explained in this 
way; intermediate particles consisting of a thin external shell filled with 
carbonaceous chars. Street (1969) identified "filled" chars as common to 
several low and now swelling coals, Figure 5.12 are typical of this species.
As combustion progresses and the carbon is consumed ash spheres will fall out 
of the char matrix from which they were formed and freeze within the remaining 
structure. It is essential for complete combustion that oxygen is able to 
reach the enclosed char, the behaviour of the external skin is uncertain in 
this respect, there is photographic and other evidence that the skin exists, 
how it interacts with the rest of the char and effects the transfer of gases 
is not known. The non wetting nature of the ash/carbon, and the generation of 
gas will contribute to causing dynamic and complex behaviour of the ash 
associated with the surface of the char. The skin may be an artifact of the 
sampling method with the ash forming a layer as it cools. There is evidence 
that there is a decrease in the combustion efficiency of furnaces when higher 
ash content coals are used, MacDonald and Murray (1952). When all or most of 
the carbon is consumed the structure that remains will be a thin walled sphere 
containing many smaller cenospheres. Premature sealing of the external walls 
of the structure will result in char particles being trapped. The imperfect 
shape and fragile skin characteristic of plerospheres may be explained in this 
way. The external walls will easily erode and flake away Figures 5.27,5.28 and
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5.29. In power station boilers long residence times and turbulence in the flue 
gases will contribute to destroying these delicate structures and contributing 
to the non spherical elements in fly ash.
A well known technique to examine internal parts of char structures involves 
vacuum impregnation of the char with an adhesive, followed by a grinding 
process to reveal sections of the imprisoned particles (Granger 1967). In the 
case of ash spheres, the resin would not penetrate to the inside, and in the 
case of plerospheres might well result in the internal detail being lost in 
the grinding process. This may be another reason why plerospheres have not 
been noticed until relatively recently. Breaking the structure open on a 
microscope slide as suggested by Fisher e t  al (1976) is a simple but effective 
method of examining internal sphere details. Shibaoka and Paulson (1986) 
examined ash from the combustion of a swelling coal specifically looking for 
the plerosphere structure. The reason that they failed to find any significant 
sphere within sphere structures is probably because they were examining ash 
from coal which does not form these structures.
5.7. Proposed mechanism
The points made in section 5.6 are summarised in Figure 5.49. It is the 
fundamental variation and complexity of coal which causes the formation of 
such a wide range of combustion products. It is unlikely that a coal could be 
produced which followed just one of the paths shown on Figure 5.49.
1. Devolatilisation is the key to the nature of the ash particle formed.
2. Ash spheres are formed by the generation of gases from thermal degradation 
of certain clays which form part of the mineral matter of the coal.
3. Cenospheres will form from swelling coals, while plerosphere formation is 
favoured by low or non swelling coals. This is due to the radically different 
behaviour of the two coal types at devolatilisation. This would explain the 
results of Sarofim e t  al (1977), with ash particles from lower swelling 
lignite being denser and having a lower cenosphere yield than higher swelling 
bituminous coal.
(Coals used in power stations are a blend of different fuels, and would 
therefore be expected to produce both types of ash structure. Even a single
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source coal may exhibit such complexity of structure and composition that it 
produces a range of ash spheres, (section 5.3.1.).)
4. The combustion history of p.f. will influence the likely geometry of ash 
particles produced. A swelling coal will not swell if heating rates are low. 
In this case a filled char structure is likely to result.
5. Cenospheres form and freeze after combustion has been completed, even 
though rapid inflation and bursting of ash inclusions will occur during
combustion as dictated by composition and temperature. The path towards
plerosphere formation occurs throughout p.f. combustion.
6. The composition and temperature of the ash is crucial in deciding whether
spheres form, as this will dictate the ash viscosity and gas formation
potential.
7. The ash appears to plays a dynamic role during combustion; it is not an 
inert substance in this respect as sometimes supposed for mathematical 
modelling purposes.
8. The "lacey" char cenospheres that Street referred to are probably 
carbonaceous cenospheres formed from the cracking of volatile elements emitted 
from the coal during devolatilisation, (section 2.1)
Based on the proposed mechanism, cenosphere formation will be enhanced by 
burning highly swelling coal. Yield will be improved by high heating rates and 
furnace temperatures. Additionally mechanical interaction should be minimised 
to avoid damaging the ash cenospheres formed. The collection of ash spheres 
should take into account the spheres trapped within the bulk ash at the bottom 
of ash ponds at power stations. Recent information indicates that in this way 
yields of cenospheres representing about 70 to 80 % of the total mass of fly 
ash from a power station may be achieved, Nicholls (1993), this figure is 
consistent with the observations made in section 5.5. and is significantly 
higher than the 2 - 3 % figure quoted by Raask (1988).
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5.8. Further work
The work carried out on the drop tube furnace should be repeated for a wider 
range of coal types to test the proposed mechanism.
The behaviour of the mineral matter in decomposing to ash should be studied to 
attempt to explain the presence of the ash skin prevalent in the non swelling 
coal chars. The likely affect of this skin in inhibiting combustion should be 
assessed.
Examination of the ash from both coals indicated that the quantity of 
spherical particles is much higher than previously thought. The yield of ash 
spheres should be determined, taking into account ash which would normally 
fall to the bottom of ash ponds.
There may be some value in developing a mathematical model of p.f. combustion 
which includes the observations made in this chapter and summarised in Figure 
5.49.
To further test the proposed mechanism, the production of artificial 
cenospheres should be attempted, by introducing finely ground calcite into a 
preheated furnace. If cenospheres are considered to be of value this could be 
an efficient way to produce the material.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS
Discussion and conclusions have already been given in each chapter, some more 
general comments are made here.
6.1. Smoke generator
The smoke generator described in section 3.1 was capable of producing soot and
carbon cenospheres from different fuel stocks. Experiments were devised and
carried out to measure the particle size and a values of soot produced from
this device. In the wavelength interval 2.5 to 12.5/im a was found to be 
2around 1.3m /gram, and soot sizes of over lfim were achieved.
Advantages of this design approach include low cost and low weight. The vortex 
combustion unit is alsocapable of being scaled up for larger throughputs.
Acid alkali modelling confirmed the problem of flame tunnelling. This 
phenomenon has since been observed with vortex combustors installed in 
industrial locations, with unacceptable performance at high fuel throughput, 
(Mullinger e t  al 1990). Flue overheating and incomplete combustion results 
from flame tunnelling. A baffle in the form of a cruciform solved this 
problem. Subsequently this baffle has been used on an incineration plant to 
destroy kerosine and tributyl phosphate for British Nuclear Fuels Ltd, 
(Jenkins e t  al 1989). The addition of the baffle reduced flue carbon monoxide 
levels from 200ppm to lOppm, for the same conditions, (15kg/hour of fuel, flue 
oxygen level 9% by volume.)
6.1.1. Field trials
The field trials demonstrated that the present generator was not capable of 
shielding the thermal radiation from a target vehicle for the diesel flow 
conditions used. Using the data obtained from the sphere trial it can be shown 
that a flow of 50 US gallons/hour would be required for effective coverage. 
This flow figure will be smaller if the soot size is increased, as this will 
have the effect of increasing the scattering element of the mass extinction 
coefficient.
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6.1.2. Sphere droplet experiment
The results of the experiments summarized in Section (3.3.) indicate that 
varying the size of the initial diesel droplet does not effect the size, 
structure or quantity of soot formed in a pyrolysis environment.
6.2. Carbon cenospheres
In our application, the ability of a fuel to atomise well is more important 
than the propensity of the fuel to form cenospheres during conventional 
combustion. Good atomisation of heavy fuel oils in a pyrolysis environment 
will produce cenospheres which are at least 30|im in diameter.
Orimulsion produces much smaller particles due to the size of the bitumen 
particles which make up the fuel. The field trial results show that the size 
of the cenospheres is within the 3 to 15jim range. The higher concentration of 
trace metals within the cenosphere might also contribute to the mass 
extinction coefficient for these particles.
6.3. Buckminsterfullerene
The experiments described in chapter 4 indicate that combustion might offer a 
commercially feasible large scale production route for fullerenes. It has been 
shown for the first time that fullerene can be produced from combustion at 
atmospheric pressure using air. Partly on the basis of this work a company has 
been set up to produce fullerene, and has already supplied research 
establishments in 10 countries. This is the only U.K. based supplier of this 
material.
The intercalation experiments, section 4.5.3., indicate a link between 
fullerene and soot formation.
The complexity of separation and purification of the various molecular weight 
fullerenes remains a significant obstacle to large scale production. Fullerene 
technology has moved from the realm of the physicist to that of the chemist- 
the next challenge will be for the chemical engineer, if low cost fullerene is 
to become a reality.
6.4. Ash cenospheres
The work described in section 5.4 suggests that the yield of ash spheres is 
higher than had previously been supposed. The quantity of spherical ash
particles including those which are broken or for other reasons do not float 
is substantial. They are worthy of closer scrutiny because the ordered 
structure of plerospheres and cenospheres invites interpretation and 
speculation as to their formation. This, as has been described, impinges on 
the burnout of p.f., and so interpretation of the ash sphere structure and
formation may throw some more light on the p.f. combustion mechanism.
The use of the e.d.x. technique is valuable in removing the ambiguity in 
interpreting char structures. Char and ash structures can look very similar 
when viewed using a scanning electron microscope, it is recommended that the 
compositions of a particle is not ascribed on the basis of visual inspection.
It is envisaged that there are two ways in which ash cenospheres could be used 
for defence purposes:
(i) Size graded cenospheres could be coated with appropriate materials and 
stored in a suitable deployment canister. The released aerosol of micro 
spheres would have favourable drop rate characteristics.
(ii) Cenospheres could be used as a substrate in the manufacture of 
conductive flakes as a cheaper route than that used to make brass flakes, the 
present standard infrared obscurant material. It would be possible to coat the 
surface of the sphere in a conductive material, and then release the deposited 
layer by the controlled impact of particles on a hard flat target. A crucial 
stage in this process is the detachment of the conductive layer from the 
substrate. The use of cenospheres instead of solid particles such as glass 
ballotini has the advantage that should the detachment of the conductive layer 
be too difficult, then the combined bimorph will still be acceptable for 
obscuration. A variation of this approach is to store the coated cenospheres 
in a canister, and use the explosive force of the munition to create the 
flakes at the moment of dispersion.
6.5. Multi-spectral particle
An approach is proposed in which dipoles are printed onto an absorbing 
surface. The merits of this design, which might offer a solution to this long 
term problem are discussed in appendix 8.4.
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8.2. Electrostatic precipitator
The pioneering work to utilize electrostatic precipitation as a technique to 
evaluate particle size distribution of aerosols was carried out by Liu and 
co-workers (Liu e t  al , 1966). The important feature of their design is to 
separate the charging and precipitating sections of the instrument. This 
permits the use of surfaces with high electrical resistivity, such as 
Formvar-coated electron microscope stubs, to act as collecting surfaces for 
aerosol particles.
The major problem associated with this technique is the high particle losses 
that occur in the charging region. These losses were thought to be due to the 
high space charge of small ions in the charging regions. Subsequent 
improvements in the design, (Liu and Verma, 1968), include modifications to 
the charging section, using an A. C. supply with a D. C. bias to produce the 
necessary corona, this sampler is known as a pulse charging pulse 
precipitating electrostatic precipitator (P.C.P.P.) This improved the 
collecting efficiency of the instrument, however the D. C. component of the 
charging voltage is still a limitation.
A typical design is shown in Figure 8.1: a steady flow of particle-laden gas 
is first drawn past a tungsten needle, electro-etched to a point radius of 
0.lfim. An alternating voltage with either negative or positive d. c. bias 
(depending on the type of corona required) is applied between the needle and 
the surrounding tubing. The magnitude of each voltage can be adjusted 
separately so that the combined voltage waveform also shown in Figure 8.1, 
produces a pulse of corona current during each cycle. This serves to charge 
the incoming particles, while the alternating voltage reduces particle 
deposition in the charging region.
The charged particles then pass into a rectangular channel which is the 
precipitating zone. The upper and lower surfaces of the channel are flat 
copper electrodes, with a pulsed precipitating voltage applied between them. 
The interval between the pulses is matched to the sample rate so that the 
precipitator channel is completely refilled with fresh particle-laden gas 
before a further pulse is applied. In this way, a uniform deposition is 
attained on the lower electrode independent of particle size, so that the 
deposit is a truly representative sample of the aerosol.
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A new charging section design is proposed which avoids any component of D.C. 
bias. The device takes advantage of the fact that corona prefer to form from 
sharp edges rather than from smooth surfaces. Specifically the voltage 
gradient to produce corona from a sharp point is around 25kV/m, whereas to 
produce corona for parallel smooth surfaces would require a voltage gradient 
of around 3000kV/m.
The configuration of the charging electrode is shown in Figures 8.2. The 
profile of the electrical signal to the corona needles is in the form of a 
square wave, this waveform can be produced by utilizing high voltage 
transistors.
The charging mechanism can be explained with reference to Figure 8.2. In the 
first part of the cycle the corona needle on one side of the charger is given 
a voltage of approximately -1200 volts. The smooth face on the opposing side 
on the charger is simultaneously given a voltage of +1200 volts. The
potential difference between the needle and the opposing smooth wall is
approximately 2400 volts. This is greater than the starting voltage for both
negative and positive corona formation for such a geometry, (1400 and 1800
volts respectively, Liu and Verma 1968), however only negative corona can be 
formed because the smooth wall cannot produce positive corona at these
relatively low voltages. In the second half of the cycle the signals are 
changed and the other, previously passive needle, produces the required
corona. In this way continuous charging is possible with no D.C. component. By 
reversing the polarities positive corona can be produced.
This continuous charging pulse precipitating device (C.C.P.P.) should result 
in higher collecting efficiencies than those available from the P.C.P.P. 
instrument, as all elements of D.C. have been removed.
The precipitating section of the instrument is identical to that proposed by 
Liu and Verma, and is widely used in this type of instrument. The circuit
diagrams for the charging and precipitating sections is shown in Figures 8.3
and 8.4.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show some details of the C.C.P.P., and power supplies. The 
charging section was constructed from PTFE to withstand high gas temperatures 
(120°c), should samples be withdrawn from combustion systems.
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8.3. Soot intercalation procedure
The breaking open of soot and graphitic structures may be achieved by 
producing graphitic oxide. The method used is that of Hummers and Offeman 
(1958) where the carbon is treated with a mixture of concentrated 
sulphuricacid, sodium nitrate and potassium permangemate.
25.8 grams of soot recovered from the incomplete combustion of diesel 
from the smoke generator deacribed in chapter 3, was mixed with 12.5 grams of 
sodium nitrate and stirred into 0.5 litres of fuming sulphuric acid, in a 
large pyrex container sitting in an ice water bath.
While maintaining vigorous agitation, 75 grams of potassium permangernate were 
added to the suspension. The rate of addition of the permangernate was 
controlled to prevent the temperature of the suspension from exceeding 20°c.
The ice-bath was removed and the temperature of the suspension gradually rose 
to about 40°c. After about 20 minutes, a thich grey paste remained. Excess 
water was then slowly added and the temperature rose to just below 100°c. The 
suspension was allowed to cool, and was then filtered. Additional water was 
washed through the resulting grey/brown cake.
The treated material was dried in a vacuum oven. And then gently heated 
over an electric hot plate. At this point cracking noises were detected, 
which were ascribed to the graphite oxide releasing CCT and CO, Hofman 
and Freznel, 1931.
The solid was cooled and broken up with a stirring rod, and 5.2 grams placed 
in a soxlet thimble. The modified soot was then extracted for 1/2 hour using 
toluene. A dark brown colour was produced in the solvent, and it was this 
liquid which was submitted for mass spectrometry examination, Figure 4.11.
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8.4 Multi-spectral chaff
A long term goal of defence agencies is the production of a particle which 
would be effective at all wavelengths of battlefield interest: 3-15jim, 3mm and 
8mm. Such a multi-spectral characteristic is well beyond the range of 
particles produced from combustion. An alternative approach is therefore 
proposed, in which a pattern is printed onto a substrate using conductive ink. 
This printed shape could then be disseminated in the same manner as
conventional chaff. This material would remove the risk of inhalation of 
micron size particles, as all the elements would be bound within a larger 
matrix.
In dealing with two specific wavelengths in the microwave region and a broad 
spectrum in the infrared it is proposed to use the absorption mechanism in the 
infrared and the resonant mechanism in the microwave region. The particle 
size of the absorber particles need not be of any special dimension. The only 
size requirement is that the particles should be small enough to be dense in 
the wavelength sense of the word. That is, smaller than say a quarter of the
smallest wavelength. Attempting to use metallic particles in sufficient
density at the infrared wavelengths as scattering agents would obliterate the 
resonant effect of the longer dipoles at the microwave wavelengths and be 
counter-productive.
The pattern of dipole printing should contain the element of isotropy to 
interact with any likely form of polarisation of the incident radiation. One 
pattern, Figure 6.2 a), is formed by three crossed half wave dipoles at 120 
degrees and length 4 mm, covering the 8 mm wavelength band. On alternating 
arms at 1.5 mm from the end are printed dipoles of 1.5 mm length for the 3 mm 
band. In this way an additional three 1.5 mm dipoles would be created. The 
whole is printed on a substrate loaded with absorbent non metallic particles. 
The effect of the added smaller dipoles on the resonance property of the
longer dipoles and vice versa, is not known. This would need to be 
investigated by a mathematical modelling study, and verified experimentally. 
Figure 6.2 shows several possible designs referred to as snowflake scattering 
dipoles :
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Figure 6.2 Snowflake designs 
scale: 4.6cm on drawing = 4mm
Once printed, the pattern could be stamped out to form a close packed 
hexagonal array, which on dispersion into the atmosphere would result in a 
cloud of obscurant ’confetti’. The nature of the substrate would need to be 
investigated. One candidate might be very thin carbon filled paper. ’One time’ 
carbon paper used in offices prior to the advent of the photocopier would be 
an example of this. Using paper as the substrate has the advantage of being 
biodegradable, which is an important consideration with most chaff being used 
in training exercises.
The packing potential of printed material is much smaller than a cocktail of 
conventional chaff cut to the two required lengths and brass flakes. Some work 
should be undertaken to compare the higher dipole quantity from the cocktail, 
with the optimum 2D fixed array of the confetti. This work should include 
consideration of the size separation which occurs due to the differing 
momentums of the various particles from the cocktail on being released from 
the canister.
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